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In recent years, many protocols for efficient Multicasting have been proposed. 

However, many of the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are reluctant to use multicast

enabled routers in their networks. To provide such incentives, new protocols are 

needed to improve the quality of their services. The challenge is to find a compromise 

between allocating Bandwidth (BW) among different flows in a fair manner, and 

favoring multicast sessions over unicast sessions. In addition, the overall higher level 

of receiver satisfaction should be achieved. 

In this dissertation, we propose three new innovative protocols to favor 

multicast sessions over unicast sessions. Multicast Favored BW Allocation-

Logarithmic (MFBA-Log) and Multicast Favored BW Allocation-Linear (MFBA

Lin) protocols allocate BW proportional to the number of down stream receivers. 

The proposed Multicast Reserved BW Allocation (MRBA) protocol allocates part of 
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the BW in the links only to multicast sessions. Simulation results show the increase in 

the overall level of Receiver Satisfaction in the network. 
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1 Introduction 

Over the past decade, significant progress has been made in networking technology. 

As the number of applications in the network increases, the level of traffic in the 

network increases. As a result, available Bandwidth (BW) becomes scarcer and there 

is more competition between different flows in the network. Therefore, protocols are 

needed to allocate BW between competing flows efficiently and fairly. 

To accommodate different flows in the network, there are two main challenges 

that need to be addressed. 

1) The BW allocation should be fair. In other words, protocols should be able 

to avoid situations where one flow receives most of the BW and deprives 

all of the other sessions from network resources. Routers should be able to 

divide the available BW between competing flows in a fair manner. 

2) In the process of allocating BW among the sessions in a fair manner, we 

might decrease the overall level of Receiver Satisfaction. So, looking at 

BW allocation from another point of view, it is desired to allocate BW to 

different flows, such that the overall level of satisfaction among the 

receivers in the network becomes as high as possible. 
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1.1 Problem Statement, contributions and organization of chapters 

Increasing overall Fairness and overall Receiver Satisfaction in the presence of 

multicast sessions are usually contradictory objectives. The goal of this work is to 

design protocols, which will achieve a compromise between fairness and Receiver 

Satisfaction. This dissertation investigates the problem of BW allocation between 

different unicast and multicast flows, competing for. the capacity of the Internet links. 

We assume that existing flows are layered multicast sessions and unicast sessions. 

With this assumption the goal oflntrasession Fairness is achieved. So, the main target 

of the protocols is to achieve high degree of Intersession Fairness and Receiver 

Satisfaction. 

Many of the Internet service providers are reluctant to use multicast enabled 

routers in their networks. There is a need to provide an incentive for them to use such 

routers in their networks . We propose three innovative protocols that provide such 

incentive for ISPs. If such protocols become widespread in the Internet, end users will 

experience significant difference in the quality of service when they are connected to 

a multicast session. This will create a competition which in turn provides an incentive 

for use of Multicast enabled routers in the network. 

1.1.1 Dissertation Contributions 

In this dissertation we present the following protocols: 

• Multicast-Favored BW allocation protocol-Linear (MFBA-Lin) 

• Multicast-Favored BW allocation protocol-Logarithmic (MFBA-Log) 

• Multicast-Reserved BW allocation protocol (MRBA) 
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Multicast Favored Bandwidth Allocation Protocol - Linear, Multicast Favored 

Bandwidth Allocation Protocol - Logarithmic, and Multicast Reserved Bandwidth 

Allocation Protocols have a mechanism of favoring multicast sessions over unicast 

sesswns. 

MFBA-Lin is an iterative protocol that allocates BW to the sessions proportional to 

the number of their downstream receivers, and then finds the virtual session rate as 

the minimum rate across its path. In each iteration, the unused rate will be reallocated . 
until each virtual session has at least one bottleneck. 

MFBA-Log is similar to MFBA-Lin, but the allocated BW is proportional to the 

logarithm of the number of downstream receivers . 

MRBA protocol allocates a portion of available BW to multicast receivers. The 

common part of BW is divided between multicast and unicast sessions and the 

reserved portion will be allocated only to Multicast sessions. These three protocols 

are explained in detail in chapter 4. 

We evaluate the performance of proposed protocols with study of the utility 

function, using the protocol of [ 1] as our reference. In [ 1], [2] , Sarkar et al have 

proved that their protocol is Max-Min fair. Therefore we are using their protocol to 

measure how much our protocol deviates from Max-Min fair allocation, and how 

much the level of Receiver Satisfaction increases when using our protocol. 

1.1.2 Organization of the Dissertation 

The organization ofthe rest of this dissertation is as follows: 
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Chapter 2 is dedicated to summary of related work. In this chapter congestion 

control techniques as well as the multicasting techniques are briefly explained. The 

concept of Receiver Satisfaction, as well as basic mulicast protocols such as RLM [3] 

and LVMR [ 4], linear programming approaches [5] are introduced here. 

The concept of link overuse is also introduced in this chapter, as well as the 

importance of developing protocols to provide incentive for use of multicasting 

techniques in the internet. 

Chapter 3 is dedicated to network model which is the basis of our simulation 

program. It is explained that how our centralized model is formed of an optimization 

problem, and how the model is implemented as a distributed model to be 

implemented in the Internet. 

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the proposed MFBA-Log, MFBA-Lin and MRBA 

protocols. At first, the centralized forms ofthe protocols are introduced. In sequel, the 

distributed form of the protocols, the transmission of control signals in the protocol, 

as well as the role of routers, receiver and sender is explained in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 is dedicated to the simulation results for the proposed protocols and a 

comparison between them and the earlier protocols which provide Max-Min fair BW 

allocation. 

Finally chapter 6 presents conclusion and future work, and concludes the 

dissertation. 
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1.2 Objective and Research Motivation 

1.2.1 Objective 

At any moment, if we monitor any link in the network we will see packets from 

different flows traversing. These packets might belong to different sessions, unicast 

or multicast, and come from different senders and go to different receivers. Links 

have limited bandwidth and therefore protocols are needed to control the rate of 

packets from different sessions dynamically. If a session uses more than its fair share 

of BW, router will drop some packets to avoid congestion in the network. However, 

these packets could arrive from any session to this router. If multicast flows use too 

much of the available BW, the TCP flows will decrease the size of their sliding 

windows, and as a result their rate will decrease. This is not fair to the unicast TCP 

sessions. Each flow needs an internal mechanism to sense network traffic and adjust 

its rate either to avoid congestion or control congestion in the network if it happens. 

Routers need to make a decision how much of the available BW is the share of each 

session in their links. This can be done through transmission of a series of control 

signals between the senders, routers, and receivers, or through adjustment of window 

size for TCP. Once each session knows their share, senders, receivers or both adjust 

their rate accordingly. 

1.2.2 Research Motivation 

In all of the different definitions of fairness the purpose is to assign BW as close 

as possible to other flows in each link. However, multicast sessions serve larger 
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numbers of receivers than unicast sessions. For example, if in a link the BW that is 

assigned to the multicast flow that serves 10 receivers is equal to the BW of a unicast 

session, it is considered fair. However, if instead of two layers to each flow we assign 

one layer to unicast session and three layers to multicast session we are decreasing the 

satisfaction level of one receiver, but increasing the level of satisfaction of ten 

receivers. Even though, this may not be considered fair based on the definition of 

Max-Min or Maximal fairness or lexicographicatly optimality of [1] and [6], they 
• 

seem to have a much higher satisfaction level for receivers. This is the motivation for 

our work. We will discuss the network model for our work in chapter 3. 

1.3 Bandwidth Allocation between different flows in the Internet: 

In this section we provide a brief summary of previous work and summarize the 

approach we take and explain the contributions of this dissertation. 

1.3.1 Introduction 

In early days of the use of the Internet, focus was on applications where the 

intention was to transmit packets from one sender to one receiver [7 -18]. These 

applications are called unicast. The prefix "uni" refers to the number of sender and 

receivers. On the other hand, multicast applications are those applications where one 

or more sender transmits a message (text, video or audio) to multiple receivers. In the 

last 15 years applications of multicast such as teleconferencing and video on demand 

have become more widespread. Original protocols that were designed to address 
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vanous problems for unicast sesswns were proven inefficient for multicast 

applications. There was a need for protocols to address such applications. 

In the Internet, before transmission, messages are divided into packets. Each 

packet is a unit of data that is being transmitted. In sequel, these packets are 

transmitted along the network. Reciever reassembles the packets to form the original 

information transmitted by the sender. Perhaps the first challenge in the network is 

routing of the flows. Routing Protocols are in charge of selecting the transmission . 
path. They try to direct traffic to parts of network where lower level of traffic exists 

and more resources are available. Transmission of packets in the Internet can follow 

one of the two different methods. In connection based transmission the connection is 

established first, and all of the packets follow the path that is established during 

connection establishment process. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the most 

well known connection-based protocol. On the other hand, in packet switching 

approach, each packet can follow a separate path. Upon receiving a packet, each 

router decides which next router (next hop), it should send the packet to, by looking 

up their routing table. This process is done for any packet independently. User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a packet switching protocol. In connection-based 

protocols a series of control messages are used for connection establishment, before 

transmission of the data. Once the path is established all of the packets are transmitted 

along this path. 

Internet Protocol (IP) offers a best effort service for transmission of data in the 

Internet. The sender sends the information to the next router based on destination 
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address. Upon receiving a packet, router looks up in its routing table to decide which 

adjacent router should receive the packet based on the destination address. The packet 

travels in the network until the data reaches the destination, or get dropped in a router. 

The latter case happens when the packet has been wandering in the network and does 

not find its way to destination for a long enough period of time, or packets get 

dropped by the router when the routers' buffer is full due to congestion in the 

network. This is the reason that IP does not guarantee delivery of the messages. 

However, Transport Control Protocol (TCP) on the top of IP provides a mechanism to 

retransmit unacknowledged packets. If the packet does not reach the destination, 

sender won't receive acknowledgement from receiver. In sequel, if sender doesn't 

receive the acknowledgement for the packet, after a certain amount of time, it will 

retransmit the packet. The receiver sends acknowledgement upon receiving the 

packet. Therefore acknowledgement works as some kind of feedback between sender 

and receiver to guarantee message delivery. UDP is an alternative to TCP which 

provides packet switching based transmission. Unlike TCP, using UDP provides an 

unreliable mechanism - due to lack of acknowledgement - but fast packet switching 

method for transmission. 

In the past two decades many multicast applications such as teleconferencing, 

video on demand, stock quotes, and interactive gaming have been used in the Internet. 

In the absence of multicast protocols, for sessions with a sender and multiple 

receivers we would have to form multiple independent unicast sessions between 

sender and each receiver [19-60]. With the use of IP multicast protocol, source will 
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send a copy of the message and the routers will replicate it to the links that lead to 

receivers of multicast session. 

IP multicasting provides a way to deliver the data to a select group of hosts called 

multicast group, without wasting network resources [20]. This host group is defined 

by a multicast address which is a class D IP address. In IP multicast, hosts that are 

interested to receive the data will send a join message to the multicast enabled 

routers. These routers join the multicast tree and remain connected to the tree and 
• 

receive packets as long as there is still a host left that is interested to receive packets. 

When a host is not interested to receive the multicast message they send a leave 

message to the group. Multicast enabled routers then stop forwarding the packets in 

those branches. This dynamic formation and change in multicast tree is the main 

reason that BW in the network is used efficiently. IP multicast protocol relieves 

sender from the burden of knowing about status of delivery of data. Some of the 

famous routing protocols for multicast are Multicast Internet Protocol (MIP)[ 46], 

Distance-Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP)[ 4 7], Multicast Open Shortest 

Path First (MOSPF)[ 45], and Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM)[ 43]. In short, the 

goal of routing protocols is to direct the traffic to parts of the network where more 

resources are available, establish the multicast tree, and initialize transfer of multicast 

packets. At any moment in the network there is a number of multicast and unicast 

sessions present in the network. The next challenge will be how to allocate available 

BW to different sessions that are competing for it. That is the focus of this 

dissertation. 
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1.3.2 Receiver Fairness (RF) and Receiver Satisfaction (RS) 

In chapter 3, we will introduce the network model, and definition of Receiver 

Fairness and Receiver Satisfaction. Here we present an informal definition of receiver 

Fairness. Informally, a protocol is considered fair if in each link, the BW allocated to 

different flows are as close to each other as possible. The receivers ideally are most 

satisfied if the BW allocated to them is only lirpited by their capabilities and the 

capacity of the path leading to them from sender1 regardless of other flows in the 

network. We evaluate the performance of our protocols with measuring Receiver 

Satisfaction. At the same time, we also demonstrate the deviation from a Max-Min 

Fair BW allocation. 

Two major issues need to be addressed by BW allocation protocols: 

(a) We should allocate BW such that in links, share of different sessions are as 

close to each other as possible (Fairness). 

(b) BW allocation should be such that overall level of receiver satisfaction is as 

high as possible. One of the important challenges is to find a compromise between 

fairness and receiver satisfaction, which can be considered as the efficiency of the 

protocol. 

One of the most well-known and widely accepted definitions for fairness is Max

Min fairness. A given BW allocation is Max-Min fair if for any session (S 1) in each 

link, it is not possible to increase its allocated rate, without decreasing the rate of a 

session with a lower or equal allocation than S 1• Another way of defining fairness is 

from receivers' point ofview. 
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In this definition the isolated rate of each receiver is defined as the rate allocated 

to it, in the absence of any other receiver in the multicast session. Jiang et al, [21] 

proposed a definition for receiver fairness function that is maximum for the 

transmission rate equal to isolated rate, and between 0 and 1 otherwise. They defined 

Inter-Receiver Fairness (IRF) as the weighted sum of receiver fairness for the 

receivers of a multicast session. They proposed, IRF as a measure of intrasession 

fairness, and proposed a protocol that maximizes this parameter for each session . 
• 

1.3.3 BW allocation protocols 

In the early 1980s the BW allocation protocols for unicast sessions were introduced 

[ 1 0]. In the past decade, many different protocols were introduced to address the BW 

allocation in the presence ofboth unicast and Multicast sessions. [19-42] 

In [21], Jiang, et al, introduce a single rate application to find the optimum rate for a 

multicast session that competes with other unicast and multicast sessions. Prior to this 

work, the single rate protocols were using the minimum rate between different 

receivers of the same session. However, regardless of chosen rate, single rate 

protocols prove to be ineffective. With the heterogeneous receivers in a multicast 

session, a rate that is appropriate for one receiver will be inappropriate for another 

receiver. If the rate is chosen for the high speed receivers of a multicast session, the 

low speed receivers of the session will face high packet drop rate and as a result 

degradation in the quality of the stream they are receiving. If the rate is appropriate 

for low speed receivers the high speed receivers will be underutilizing their available 

BW. To address this Issue, researchers proposed multirate multicast protocols. 
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Multirate protocols are one of two major categories: Replicated Multicast or layered 

multicast. 

In replicated multicast [22], data is decoded into a number of independent streams 

and transmitted into different multicast sessions. Each receiver decides which session 

is commensurate to its capability, and joins this stream. Destination Set Grouping 

(DSG) protocol provides a method to adjust the rate in each session. As the 

transmission rate of each session changes to ad~pt the best it can to all of the 
• 

receivers, some of the receivers might find the rate of another group more 

appropriate. DSG protocol also provides a mechanism for a receiver to switch to a 

new stream. 

In layered Multicast [3-5,23], the data is decoded into a base layer and a number of 

enhancement layers. Each enhancement layer provides more details for the data. Each 

layer is useful only in conjunction with all of the previous layers. Low speed 

receivers receive only the base layer, and higher speed receivers receive as many 

enhancement layers as their capabilities and capability of the path leading to them 

from sender allows. 

McCanne et al [3] were one of the pioneers who proposed Receiver-Driven Multicast 

(RLM) protocol for layered video Multicast. In RLM receivers adapt the number of 

layers they receive through a number of join and leave experiments. In this protocol, 

receivers keep joining higher layer one at a time and observe the packet loss in the 

network. When the packet loss exceeds a threshold value, receivers drop the highest 

layer and increase the wait time before its next join experiment. So, receivers 
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dynamically adapt to the traffic and receive as many layers as it is appropriate for the 

network traffic. 

Li et a!, [ 4] proposed Layered Video Multicast with Retransmission (L VMR) protocol 

to address some of the issues that were not addressed in RLM. L VMR avoids 

unnecessary join and leave experiments through the use of some kind of knowledge 

base. This knowledge base works through Subnet Agent (SA) and Intermediate 

Agents (IA) that are used in each area of the netwprk. Each receiver communicates . 
with SA to avoid performing join experiments iflevel of traffic in its local network is 

high. 

Yang et a! [ 5], and Sarkar et a! [ 1 ,6] introduced a closed form of protocol. Yang et a!, 

use the linear optimization to find the best rates for each layer. They find solution to a 

linear optimization problem that maximizes the fairness, subject to limitations of the 

link capacities. Sarkar et al introduced an iterative protocol that iteratively, allocates 

the BW between different sessions in each link. For each virtual session the minimum 

rate in its path is the rate of the virtual session. In the next iteration the unused BW in 

different links is allocated to different sessions. The protocol continues until each 

session has at least one bottleneck. They proved that their protocol achieves a Max-

Min fair BW allocation. 

Legout et a! [24] pointed out that in order to give incentive to the Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs) to use multicast protocols, we will need to favor multicast over 

unicast in some way. Consequently even though allocating higher BW to the 

multicast sessions compared to unicast sessions might not be fair from sessions' point 
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of view, it brings about a higher level of satisfaction for more receivers. They 

introduced Lin-RD and Log-RD protocols in which the BW allocated to each flow is 

proportional to the number of its downstream receivers. They investigated a few 

simple topologies. However, in their protocol they did not consider the reallocation of 

Bandwidth. As mentioned before share of each session is the minimum of its rate 

along its path. The difference between session's _allocated rate in each link and the 

session rate will be wasted. So, the protocol is inefficient. They even mentioned this 
• 

in [24] and mention that their protocol is only a basic prototype. 
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2 Background 

This chapter provides a review of different protocols that have been proposed for 

video multicast, including congestion control prot<Jcols as well as resource allocation 

protocols. We start from explaining the basic TCP/FP protocols and continue with the 

more advanced Bandwidth Allocation protocols. 

Internet Protocol (IP) offers a best effort service for transmission of data in the 

Internet. The sender sends the information to the next router and router to the next 

router until the data reaches the destination . IP does not guarantee that the data 

reaches the destination. However Transport Control Protocol (TCP) on the top of IP 

guarantees that the destination receives the data and if it does not, the data will be 

retransmitted until the receiver acknowledges receiving the data. Here is an example 

that helps understanding how IP and TCP work. 

Imagine company A in Boca Raton, wants to send an official letter to company B 

in Seattle using ground delivery. They give the letter to mark to carry the letter. Mark 

doesn't know the way to Seattle but he knows he has to move northwest. He knows 

some people in Nashville, Dallas or Georgia, and has the choice of giving the letter to 

one of these postmen to carry the letter to the next postman to take it to destination. 

Based on experience he knows that the postman in Nashville is probably the best 

option. So he carries the letter to Kevin in Nashville. Kevin in tum knows a postman 
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in Texas, Oklahoma, Kentucky, North Carolina and Kansas. So he decides to take the 

letter to Steve in Kansas. The letter travels this way and each postman does his best to 

help letter reach its destination. However, no one guarantees that the letter will reach 

to Seattle. It is company A that calls company B and makes sure that the letter is 

there. If letter does not reach to Seattle in a reasonable amount of time, Company A 

resubmits the letter to company B, and repeats it until the letter reaches company B. 

Any of the postmen may make a bad decision or, heavy traffic might affect their . 
decision. For example Kevin might decide to take the letter to Oklahoma instead of 

Kansas due to heavy traffic. Due to these factors the letter might have delay or might 

get lost on its way. This is how the Internet Protocol (IP) works. Host A wants to send 

a packet- a unit of information- to host B on the Internet. They send the packet to the 

Routers that act like postmen in above example. This is why IP is a best effort service 

and TCP is like the phone call and communication between the two companies that 

assures that the letter has reached the destination. This instance is a unicast in the 

Internet in which the letter should go from sender to one receiver. Now imagine that 

Company A wants to send the letter to more than one companies. They want to use 

the same postal service. One way is that they give the letter to a number of postmen 

and ask each one of them to take it to one destination in the same way as unicast. 

However, there is a more efficient way of giving the letter to one postman and tell 

him to take it to the next city and ask the postmen in that city to submit the letter to all 

ofthe destinations. They can make copies of the letter and give it to different postmen 

to take it to the destinations, wherever it is needed along the path. For example in the 
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above example assume company A wants to send the same letter to ten destinations. 

If they want to give one separate copy of letter to one postman they might end up 

having 7 postmen all traveling to Nashville. Destination of letters might be 

Minneapolis, Portland, Michigan, etc . Instead of sending 7 postmen to Nashville they 

can send one postman to Nashville and let them make 7 copies of letter there and send 

one postman to each of these destinations. This is similar to multicast in the Internet. 

In the Internet, if we want to send all of the pack~ts as unicast since the Available . 
Bandwidth in the network is scarce; sending multiple copies of the same packet will 

cause the network resources to be wasted. The network might be congested, and 

packets might be lost. For these reasons the IP Multicast was introduced by Steven 

Deering in his dissertation in 1988[33], and his published papers[32,34] and tested in 

an audiocast at the 1993 Internet Engineering Task force (IETF) meeting in San 

Diego [34]. In the past decade with real time multicast applications like software 

distribution, audio/videoconferences and audio/video broadcasts multicasting has 

turned into a hot topic . Many researchers have been working on multicast and try to 

design protocols that make deployment of multicast in the Internet possible. 

There are many applications that use multicasting through the Internet. Despite 

the tremendous amount of research still multicast is not widely deployed as a service 

in the Internet. To motivate Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to deploy these services, 

protocols need to be developed that increase the level of receiver satisfaction by 

choosing multicast instead of repeated unicast. To increase receiver satisfaction, 
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protocols need to be developed that favor multicast over unicast. If this happens then 

the ISPs will prefer to choose multicast instead of a number ofunicasts. 

Unicast is the form of communication in which a single source is sending the 

message to a single receiver. Multicast on the contrary is when a single or multiple 

sources are sending messages to multiple receivers. In multicast, source will send a 

copy of the message and at the routers it will be re~licated to any number of links that 

lead to receivers. 

Routing is one challenge in multicast. Resource allocation in a fair manner is 

another challenge in multicast. 

Transmitting real-time compressed digital media over the Internet has been the 

subject of in-depth research in the recent years [2, 33, 37, 41, 42]. Different protocols 

have been developed to provide a framework for reliable transfer of data from sender 

to receiver. Congestion control is one of many challenges that researchers are faced 

with due to the growth of the Internet. When part of the Internet gets congested, 

transmitted packets get dropped. Without effective traffic control protocols to prevent 

congestion in the network, quality of the decoded streams is subject to significant 

degradation due to heavy packet loss in the congested network. As a result 

congestion control protocols have received a lot of attention in the recent years. [1, 5, 

9, 10, 43] 

Internet protocol is a best effort service, which provides no guarantee for delivery 

of transmitted packets. The need for a protocol to give some kind of guarantee to 

deliver messages, and provide a mechanism to resubmit the dropped packets led to 
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introduction of Transfer Control Protocol (TCP) by Jacobson [1 0], and was further 

enhanced by Floyd et al. in [9]. TCP is built on top of best effort Internet Protocol 

(IP) to provide a mechanism to retransmit unacknowledged sent packets, and provide 

some kind of guarantee that the transmitted packets have been received by receivers. 

Unlike TCP, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [10] provides a transmission layer 

protocol on top of IP to enable packet switched transmission, without providing 

acknowledgement. 

In the past decade, more applications with multiple receivers were introduced. 

Consequently, protocols that were originally designed for unicast were proven to be 

ineffective for multicast applications. Sending duplicate packets over the same links 

in the network would cause unnecessary waste of network resources. New protocols 

to avoid duplicating the packets were needed. To address such a need, Deering et al. 

[32-34] introduced the multicasting techniques. 

Over the past decade, wide spread use of Multicast techniques have introduced 

new challenges. Among these challenges, fair resource allocation have attracted 

attention of many researchers.[ 1 ,3,4,5, 22- 26,31] Since UDP does not have any flow 

fairness mechanism and multicast sessions usually are built on top ofUDP, achieving 

flow fairness in a network where both unicast and multicast sessions are present, is 

indeed a complicated task. Several methods have been proposed to achieve this task. 

These methods generally fall into two main categories, namely single rate methods 

and multirate methods. 
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2.1 Single Rate Solution 

In the early stages of development of protocols researchers were trying to achieve 

flow fairness, using a single transmission rate at source of a multicast session. One 

suggestion was choosing the rate to satisfy the receiver with lowest capacity in 

multicast session. However, this approach resulted in inefficient utilization ofthe BW 

for high capacity receivers. In [21] Jiang et al. , suggested choosing a higher rate to 

achieve higher level of fairness between different receivers of a session. Figure 1 

shows the fairness function for a receiver as a function of its rate as proposed in [21]. 

Inter-Receiver Fairness is defined as the weighted sum of Fairness function for each 

recetver. 
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Figure 2.1: Fairness Function 
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This approach will result in more efficient utilization of the BW in some receivers 

with the expense of losing some of the packets in some of the routers (leading to low 

capacity receivers). However, regardless of the approach, heterogeneity of the 

receivers and the different link capacities in their path from source will restrict the 

level of fairness that can be achieved in the network using a single transmission rate. 

To address such issues, multirate approaches were introduced. 

2.2 Multirate Solutions 

2.2.1 Replicated Video Multicast (DSG Protocol) 

In [22] , Cheung eta! suggest use of replicated streams to overcome this issue. In a 

protocol called Destination Set Grouping (DSG), they suggested sending the same 

video stream to different receivers but at different levels of quality with different rates 

[22]. Receivers join one of the groups that are commensurate to their capacity and the 

capacity of the path from source to them. When traffic of the network changes, they 

can leave one group and join another group that has the same stream, at a different 

rate and a different quality. Even though, replicated Video Multicast improves level 

of fairness in comparison to the single rate transmission, it is still inefficient. The 

main purpose of multicast protocols is to prevent duplicating the packets. Yet in 

replicated stream multicast, the same video stream will be duplicated at different 

rates, and sent to different receivers. These replicated streams are sharing some ofthe 

links and therefore utilization of the link capacity is not efficient in those links. Figure 

2.2 shows an example ofreplicated video multicast. An alternative and more effective 
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approach for multicast is layered video multicast. In layered multicast, duplicate 

packets will not be transmitted, but each stream is used to provide more information 

about previous streams. This approach is explained next. 

2.2.2 Layered Video Multicast 

Figure 2.3 shows an example of layered video multicast. In layered transmission, 

the video flows are being transmitted in a number ef layers. Slow receivers can only 

receive the video in a minimum acceptable quality with minimum rate. These 
• 

receivers only receive the base layer. Each enhancement layer improves the quality of 

the video. Each layer is of no use without all of the previous layers. In other words, in 

order to receive layer i, receiver should also receive layers 1 to i-1. Two of the most 

well known protocols that use the layered video multicast are Receiver-driven 

Layered Multicast (RLM), ad Layered Video Multicast with Retransmission 

(LVMR). 

S :Video Source 

Rtr: Router 

Rl-R7: Receivers 

/" •. 

Rtr ' 
/' ·····.:..t~ 

~ c5]/ Rtr '-,.8'. Rtr 

1 , r 
I ' 

cb~®~~ 
Figure 2.2: Replicated Video Multicast using DSG Protocol 
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S : Video Source 
Rtr : Router 
R l-R4: Rece iv ers 

Figure 2.3: Example Layered Video Multicast 

2.2.2.1 RLM protocol 

McCanne et al, introduced RLM protocol in [3] to take advantage of the layered 

video for multicast. In RLM protocol, sender sends the video in a predefined number 

of layers and transmits each layer to different multicast groups. Receivers then decide 

how many number of layers they want to join based on their capacity, and the 

capacity of the path leading from source to them. The decision will be made through a 

number of join and leave experiments. Receivers keep joining next layer through join 

experiments until they sense congestion. They check packet drop and Packet Drop 

rate in the routers along their path, and if it exceeds a threshold they conclude that 

congestion has occurred. If a receiver senses congestion it drops the highest layer and 

increases the join timer. In this case, receiver assumes that the network is congested. 

Therefore with dropping a layer the protocol decreases the level of traffic. 
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Figure 2.4: RLM Protocol Receiver State Diagram 

Receiver tries joining the dropped layer again after join timer expires. Increasing 

join timer is an attempt to avoid doing join experiment when there is a bottleneck 

along the path. Through these join and leave experiments, receivers will adapt the 

number of layers they are receiving with the BW available for them in the network 

dynamically as traffic changes over time. To avoid the oscillations in join and leave 

experiments, the timing of the two experiments is important. If the receivers do 

simultaneous join experiments and as a result congestion occurs, receivers may 

assume that they are the cause of congestion and drop the layer. In RLM protocol 

before join experiment, the conducting receiver notifies all other receivers. The 

receivers that are receiving equal or more number of layers which is in the process of 

join experiment for a receiver, does not start their own experiment until the current 

experiment is done, and the receivers that receive less number of layers are going to 
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conduct their experiment, on the lower layer and does not drop their current layer 

before all of the receivers that are receiving more number of layers drop all of the 

higher layers. 

Figure 2.4 shows the state diagram for RLM protocol , which explains the detail of 

the drop and add (Leave and join) experiments. 

2.2.2.2 L VMR protocol 

In [4], Li et al introduced LVMR protocol that addresses some ofthe issues ofthe 

RLM protocol. With introducing Subnet Agent (SA) and Intermediate Agents (IA) in 

the network they try to control the join experiments. IA and SAs also communicate 

with each other and in this way they remove the need for join experiment notification 

to all of the receivers. Each receiver sends a request to conduct join experiment to 

SAs and SAs will communicate with lAs. 

Subnet 

D Domain 

SA : Subnet Agent 
IA : Intermediate Agent 
S: Sender 
R: Receiver 

Figure 2.5: Example Hierarchical Order of Agents in Network 
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Through such process the need to notify of submission of messages will be 

removed. In addition, the likelihood of conducting of two simultaneous join 

experiments that may interfere will decrease. In sequel, receivers wait for SA to give 

them permission before they startjoin experiment. 

Like RLM, LVMR is also a trial and error experiment-based, receiver-driven 

protocol. There are still issues that need to be addressed. Some of these issues are as 

follows: 

( i ) How many layers should source send? 

( ii ) What is the best rate for each layer? 

( iii ) How do we allocate BW in a fair manner when there are multiple flows? 

In spite of their attempt in [23] which addresses a very simple case, it is clear that 

this protocol does not address the problem of intersession fairness. L VMR mainly 

favors the sessions that start earlier to the ones that start later. If there is not enough 

capacity usually the sessions that start later end up with only one layer while the other 

sessions may receive all of the available layers. 

2.3 Rate Optimization Protocols 

2.3.1 Optimization of the number of layers and rate of each layer 

These issues have been addressed in [5]. Yang et. al. have defined the linear 

optimization problem to answer the questions mentioned in section 2.2.2.2. Based on 

their work, the best number of layers seems to be 4 or 5 layers. This number is also 
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supported by other researchers. More number of layers will add to the complexity and 

Fairness improvement is insignificant. 

2.3.2 A Protocol to find optimum rates 

In a more recent work, Sarkar et al [1] , have developed a protocol to find the best 

rates for different multicast and unicast flows. They further enhanced it in [1, 2, 37-

40]. With introduction of virtual session as each 'Pair of source-receiver for multicast 

session, authors develop a protocol that aims to achieve the optimum rates for a given 

number of flows. At each link, they look at virtual sessions, and consider the flows 

separately. Maximum rate between virtual sessions is considered as the session rate. 

They also look at the path of flow and minimum of the flow rate through the path is 

chosen as session rate. In their later work [6], they consider the fact that number of 

layers is an integer number. Therefore the rate of the flows should not be considered 

as a continuous number. In other words, the rates is a discrete number that can take 

only specific values depending on the number of layers that it is receiving and the rate 

of flow in each layer. This protocol finds the optimum rates through an iterative 

protocol. 

In this protocol, the bandwidth at each link is divided equally between the flows 

that compete for it to find a variable called link control parameter. Then for each flow 

the minimum of the link control parameters, through its path is being calculated and 

assigned to the flow. At the next iteration, the remaining bandwidth that some of the 

flows in some links have not used due to limitation in other links is divided between 

the flows that still need more bandwidth. This process continues until all of the flows 
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are receiving the maximum needed BW or each flow has a bottleneck in at least one 

of the links through its path, i.e. one of the links in its path is using all of its capacity. 

2.4 Favoring Multicast over Unicast 

Legout et al rightfully mention that in order to encourage implementation of 

Multicast in the network, the protocols should be designed such that Multicast flows 

are rewarded over unicast flows [24], [30] . Their suggestion was to allocate more 
. 

bandwidth to the flows that have more number of receivers downstream. They 

suggested two algorithms: 

(a) In LinRD bandwidth allocated to each flow is linearly proportional to the 

number of down stream receivers. 

(b) In LogRD, share of each flow is proportional to log of number of its down 

stream receivers. They showed that both of their proposed algorithms have 

increased receiver satisfaction at the expense of decreasing level of 

fairness. 

In their study, the authors use the standard deviation of flows in each link as their 

notion of fairness. The reason for selecting such notion instead of the well-known 

notions like IRF [21] was due to their study of a very simplified case. Their study 

did not consider the remaining BW at each link due to flows' limitation in other 

links. In other words, they simply looked at each link separately, and allocated 

BW in that link. In sequel, the minimum BW for each flow in its path is the BW 

allocation to the flow. For example, if flow f1 can have a share of 0.8 in link £1, 

and share of 0.5 in link £2; the BW allocated to that flow is 0.5. However, there 
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are 0.3 units of BW in link 11 that is left unused, while it could be reallocated to 

other flows . 

2.5 Link Overuse 

Another point that needs to be mentioned here is link over-use as defined by 

Rubenstein et al, in [25] and [31]. Link overuse will cause congestion in the network 
. 

and result in packet drop and degradation of the • quality. However, their work has 

shown the affect of link overuse for very high values, like 2. Ideally link overuse 

should be close to 1. In the protocols that is mentioned earlier in this chapter, it is 

guaranteed that the link overuse is less than or equal to 1, i.e there will be no link 

overuse. However, sometimes a lot of BW in the links is left unused in order to avoid 

exceeding capacity of the links. If a small amount of link overuse is allowed we might 

use the left BW in expense of a limited increase in packet loss. Therefore, a tolerance 

of about 5% is considered and each link is allowed to extend 5% more of its capacity. 

Although the protocol may allow link overuse, most of the links will not be overused 

due to existing limitations in other links. It is likely that link overuse only happens in 

the bottleneck link. 

2.6 Conclucion 

In this chapter, different multicasting protocols were reviewed. Two of the most 

famous Receiver-driven Protocols, namely RLM, LVMR were explained. A brief 

review of BW allocation protocols was also provided. [ 1-6, 25-31] LogRD and 
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LinRD algorithms that favor multicast over unicast were introduced [24]. Link 

overuse was also briefly addressed. In the next chapter we will present the network 

model. 
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3 Network Model 

In this chapter, we discuss the network model for our studies. Consider an 

arbitrary topology for the network. A multicas! session is identified by the three 

elements (N, S, R). N is a unique number assigned to the session, S is the source node 
' 

of the session, and R is the group of intended receivers. We assume that the packets 

from node S are transmitted across a predefined multicast tree to nodes in R. 

Multicast tree can be established during connection establishment phase if the 

network is connection oriented or can be established by some well known multicast 

routing protocol like PIM [43], CBT [44], MOSPF [45] and MIP [46], DVMRP [47] 

in an internet type network. The receivers may have minimum rate constraints. Also, 

some sources may not be able to transmit at higher than a certain rate because of the 

predetermined hierarchical structure. Some receivers may have a low processing 

capability. In such cases, allocating higher rates to that session is futile. Therefore, 

rate allocations can have maximum rate constraints as well. These parameters are 

useful for ATM like scenarios, where session establishment is preceded by a 

negotiation stage and the network can be informed of these requirements during the 

negotiation stage. 

In a connectionless network, sessions can not have such requirement as the network 

would never know of these, and would have to make rate allocation irrespective of 
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any such requirement. Such scenanos can be accommodated m our model, by 

assuming minimum rate for each receiver. 

3.1 Elements of the Model 

We call every source-destination pair of a session a virtual session. For example, if a 

session N has source S and Receiver set R, where R= {R1,R2, ... , R1}, then this 

session would correspond tot virtual sessions, (m, N, S, R1), . . . , (m+t-1, N, S, Rt). 

The network shown in figure 3-1 has three sessions, (l ,S1,R1),(2,S2,R2),(3,S3,R3) 

where RI={5,6}, R2={7},R3={ 8}. S( , s2 ' s3 are all located at node 1. The four 

existing virtual sessions are as follows : (1,1,1 ,5), (2,1,1,6), (3 ,2,1,7), (4,3,1,8). 

Figure 3.1: Sample network of example 1 

Our objective is to achieve a rate allocation for the virtual sessions that finds a 

compromise between fairness and receiver satisfaction. To ensure fairness in a 
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multirate network, we need to consider fair rate allocation for the virtual sessions 

separately, instead of those for the overall sessions. We assume that every virtual 

session (source-destination pair) has a minimum and a maximum rate requirement. 

Absence of these requirements can be incorporated by choosing minimum rate 

requirement as 0 and maximum rate requirement as infinity. In our model we shall 

ignore the maximum rate constraints. This does not cause any loss in generality 

because maximum rate constraints can be incorporated by adding artificial links 

between receivers with such constraints and the rest of the network. 

Rate allocation is feasible, if the rates of every virtual session are between the · 

minimum and the maximum possible rates for the virtual session. Besides, if session 

n corresponds to virtual sessions m,, ... , m in link l, then the maximum of the 

bandwidths allocated to the virtual sessions m,, . .. , m, is the bandwidth consumed by 

session n in link l. Total bandwidth consumed by all sessions traversing through link l 

can not exceed the capacity of link l. Let us look at the formal definition of fairness . 

Let rj denote the rates allocated to virtual session j. Let there be M virtual sessions. A 

rate allocation vector is an M-dimensional vector, with components rj . Let n(l) 

denote the set of sessions passing through link l, m(k, l ) denote the set of virtual 

sessions of session k passing through link l and C denote the capacity of link l. 

A rate-vector (r,, ... , rM) is a feasible rate allocation if 

1. m; < r; < M; , where m; and M; are respectively the minimum and maximum rates 

ofvirtual session i. 
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2. Total bandwidths consumed by various sessions in a link should not exceed the 

link capacity. I ru -< C1 (Capacity condition), where r;, denotes the rate 

allocated to session i on link e under rate allocation R. As stated earlier, it is 

the maximum of the rates allocated to the virtual sessions of session i 

traversing link l; i.e. , r;1 = max rj . 
jEm(i,/) 

Example 3.1: Refer to the network shown in Figure 3.1. . • 
There are 3 sessions. session 1 (1, 1, {5,6}), session 2, (1,1,7), and session 3(1,1,8). 

There are 4 virtual sessions, (1, 1,1 ,5), (2, 1,1 ,6), (3,2, 1, 7), ( 4,3, 1 ,8), named virtual 

sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Session 1 corresponds to two virtual sessions, 

(1, 1,1 ,5), (2, 1,1 ,6). Session 2 corresponds to one virtual session, (3,2, 1, 7), and 

session 4 corresponds to one virtual session ( 4,3, 1 ,8). Virtual session (1, 1,1 ,5), 

requires at least 4 units of bandwidth. It can not receive more than 5 units. Virtual 

session (2, 1,1 ,6) needs at least 1 units of BW and has no restriction on the 

maximum rate. Virtual session (3,2, 1, 7) does not have a minimum rate requirement, 

i.e., can have a minimum rate of 0. It has a maximum rate of 5 units. Ci denotes the 

capacity oflink lj. (C,, ... , C6) = (7, 4, 5, 4, 4, 6,5) units. 

A rate allocation vector { r 1 , r 2 , r 3) is feasible if: 
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4<!j <5} 
1 < r2 < oo ( 1) Minimum and Maximum layer constraints 

0<r3 <5 
'i +r2 +max(7J,r4 ) < 7 

lj+r2 <4 

max(7J,r4 ) < 5 

'i < 4 (2) Capacity constraints 

r2 < 4 

r3 < 6 

r4 <5 

We would like to comment on the assumption that all multicast packets of the same 

session move along the same tree. In the Internet, different layers are submitted to 

different multicast groups, and multicast trees for different groups may be completely 

different. However, trees for different multicast layers of the same session will remain 

the same if source rooted trees are used, as all these layers (multicast groups) have the 

same source. Besides, trees for different multicast layers of the same session should 

not differ very much, as that would complicate reconstruction of information at the 

receiver. For example, suppose a video transmission with different packets of 

different layers of the same sessionis considered which traverses along different 

multicast trees. The packets of different layers of the same frame may arrive at a 

receiver at different times, and frame reconstruction may involve a lot of packet 

reordering. This phenomenon may incur an unacceptable delay jitter. Thus it may be 

a good idea to use source rooted trees in this case. Many video coders make the same 

assumption, e.g., [22]. 
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3.2 Fairness and Receiver Satisfaction 

In this section, we discuss our model for calculation of the Fairness parameter. The 

criteria that is used for this dissertation to calculate Fairness is the Inter Receiver 

Fairness definition of [21]. However, this definition is extended for multirate 

transmission. 

Figure 3.2 shows the definition of Fairness for- i1h receiver of a multicast session 

according to [21] . In figure 3.2, ri is the isolated rate ofi1
h virtual session. Isolated rate 

is the Max-Min fair rate of virtual session if the multicast session to which the virtual 

session i belongs is replaced by virtual session i. In other words, isolated rate is the 

rate of virtual session if the affect of all of the other receivers in the multicast session 

is eliminated. 

n 

IRF(r) = Ia;F;(r) 
i= l 

n 

where :La; =1 
i= l 

Fi (r) 

·~ -------------

1.0 

Source Rate(r) 

-------------------1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 3.2: Fairness function 
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Inter Receiver Fairness (IRF) is calculated according to formula 3-1 . IRF is a 

weighted sum of receiver fairness for all of the receivers in the network. IRF as 

defined above gives us a criterion to evaluate the overall level of fairness in the 

network. However, it does not necessarily reflect the Satisfaction level of Receivers 

in the network. Therefore, we use a definition for Receiver Satisfaction (RS) in the 

network. RS is defined as the total BW allocated _to different receivers in the network, 

as defined in [24]. We use the combination of the. two to evaluate the performance of • 

our protocol with the protocol of [21]. The reason for selection of this protocol for our 

comparisons is that the protocol will result in Max-Min fair BW allocation as shown 

in [21]. 

The purpose of our protocol is to achieve higher level of Receiver Satisfaction, at the 

cost of deviating from Max-Min Fair allocation. 

3.3 Problem Formulation 

The problem of Fair BW allocation will take the form of a linear programming 

problem as follows: 

Max (/3 IRF + y RS) 

{
Ir; < C; 

subject to : ' 
m; < r; <M; 

(3 .2) 

where ri is the rate of session i, mi and Mi are the minimum and Maximum rate 

restrictions, and Cis the capacity of the link. 

This is the centralized form of the BW allocation problem. While it is desirable to 

choose such approach, and solve such a problem like this in practice the information 
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that is available at each router is limited. Therefore, to solve the above problem, we 

need to break it into smaller problems at different routers. In our proposed protocols 

we suggest solving these smaller problems locally and through a series of control 

signals assuring the protocol results in the most effective approach of solving the BW 

allocation problem. 

Definition: we define local Receiver Satisfaction function in the routers as follows: 

RS = f(n) (3.3) 

where and n is the number of down stream receivers of all of the sessions in the link. 

In implementation of our proposed protocols, as explained in chapter 4, we have 

considered function f(n) as linear and logarithmic function ofn. 

In MFBA- Lin we define Receiver Satisfaction as: 

U = "rn. ~II 

In MFBA-Log we define the local receiver Satisfaction functions as: 

U = L'i ln(n) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

In equations 3.4 and 3.5, ri is the rate allocated to session i, and ni is the number of 

downstream receivers of session i. The summation is on all of the sessions passing 

through link e. 

Each local solution leads to a local BW allocation for each link, and protocol is 

responsible to communicate the share of the session in each link and decide on the 

optimum rate for the session considering the solution of the local problems along its 

path. 
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When we are evaluating performance of the protocols in our simulations, we have 

chosen the more general definition of receiver Satisfaction as sum of all of the rates 

allocated to different receivers present in the network. 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter the network model is introduced. The definition of Receiver 

Satisfaction, and fairness were presented. This model is the basis of our simulation 

program. In the next chapter we introduce three innovative protocols to achieve 

higher Receiver Satisfaction through favoring multicast sessions. 
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4 Proposed Protocols 

In chapter 2 a review of the prevwus work in BW allocation protocols were 

presented. Network Model was introduced in chapter 3. Objective of most of these 

earlier works were achieving Max-Min fair BW allocation. [5-6, 25-31, 38-42] In this 
. I 

• 
chapter we explain the three proposed protocols namely, MFBA-Log, MFBA-Lin and 

MRBA. These protocols favor multicast over unicast, and provide higher level of 

Receiver Satisfaction. 

4.1 The Multicast Favored Bandwidth Allocation Protocol -

Logarithmic (MFBA-Log) 

Legout et al. proposed allocating higher level of BW to multicast session [24]. 

They suggested BW allocation proportional to the number of down stream receivers. 

However, their algorithm did not address reallocation of the unused BW in the 

network, after first attempt at allocation. We propose an iterative protocol that can be 

considered an extension ofLogRD introduced in [24], namely MFBA-Log protocol. 

4.1.1 Centralized MFBA-Log Protocol 

Figure 4.2 shows the flowchart for MFBA-Log protocol. The steps for centralized 

MFBA-Lin protocol are as follows: 
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1. For each link f; assign remaining Capacity LRCi=Ci. 

2. Calculate the fair share for each flow in every link proportional to the log of the 

b f d S - 1+lnm; C ( h S h num er o receivers ownstream. .. - """ LR . w ere ij 1s t e 
lJ L..1 + lnm; ' 

se j 

Potential Bandwidth Allocation for each virtual session in link~ -) 

3. For each virtual session, find the minimum rate in its links along its path. This Rn 

is added to the Rate of virtual session n from previous iteration. 

4. In each link, select session rate as the maximum rate of its virtual sessions. 

5. Calculate Link remaining capacity as: LRCi=LRC - I: Allocated Bandwidth in 

this iteration. 

6. If there is any non-saturated virtual session go back to step 2. (A virtual session is 

saturated if in its path there is at least one bottleneck, i.e. a link that has all of its 

capacity utilized by different flows .) 

The protocol continues until all of the virtual sessions are saturated, i.e. for each 

flow there is no more BW available at least in one of the links in its path. 

Figure 4.1: Sample Network for example I 
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Yes 

Initialize Link remaining Capacities 

for all of the links LRC. =C. 
1 1 

Calculate Fair shares for 

each ses~ion in each link 

S .. = S .. : 1+1n m . LRC 
'1 '1 L (1+1n m i) 

where m is the number of 

downstream receivers 

For each virtual sessions calculate R 
minimum rate through its path. n 

In each link calculate session rate for 
each session. i.e. Maximum of its 

virtual sessions's rates 

Calculate Link Remainin Capacity for 
each link LRC 

Figure 4.2: Flowchart ofMFBA-Log protocol 
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Example 1: consider network of figure 4.1 . 

The capacities of the links are as follows : 

Three flows exist in the network as follows: ( i )Flow 1 is a multicast flow with 

sender in node 1, and receivers in node 5 and 6. ( ii ) Flow 2 is a unicast flow with 

sender in node 1, and receiver in node 7. (iii) flow 3 is a unicast flow in node 1 and 

receiver in node 8. The notation (i, j, k, m) is useq for virtual sessions, where: 
• 

i : Virtual session number 

m: flow number 

j: sender node 

k: receiver node 

As shown in the diagram, we will have the following virtual sessions: 

(1 , 1, 5, 1), (2, 1, 6, 1), (3, 1, 7, 2), (4, 1, 8, 3). 

BW Allocation algorithm works as follows: 

Iteration 1: 

Step 1: Link Remaining Capacities are assigned as follows: 

Step 2: Initialize BW in different links: In link 1, there are three flows competing: 

Flow 1 with 2 receivers downstream, flow 2 with 1 receiver down stream, and 

flow 3 with 1 receiver down stream. Therefore, the share of each flow is as follows : 

S = 1 + ln2 C = 32 
II 3+ln2 I 

1 s21 = s31 = ---c~ = 1.9 
3+ln2 

Sij stands for Share of flow i in link j . 
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In link 2, there are two flows. Flow 1 with 2 receivers down stream and flow 2 

with 1 receiver downstream. So the shares ofBW for the flows are as follows: 

S = 1 + In 2 C = 3.14 
12 2 +In 2 2 

1 
S22 = C2 = 1.86 

2 + ln2 

In all other links, the number of receivers downstream for each flow is 1 therefore 

the share for each flow is as follows: 

s 26 = s s 33 = 4 

Step 3: Share of each virtual session in this iteration is minimum of its shares in 

different links through its path. Therefore: 

S1 =Min(S1pS12 ,S14 )=3.14 

S2 =Min(S1pS12 ,S15 )=3 

S3 = Min(Sw S22 , S26 ) = 1.86 

S4 = Min(S3 p S33 , S37 ) = 1.9 

Step 4: Rij is rate of session i in link j. The rates of sessions in each link are as 

follows: 

Step 5: Link Remaining Capacities are calculated as follows: 

LRC2= 0 
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LRC3= 2.1 

LRC4= 0.86 

LRCs=O 

LRC6= 3.14 

LRC1= 3.1 

Step 6: Session 1 and 2 are saturated, since link .2 is in their common path and all of 

its capacity is utilized. Session 3 (virtual session; 4) is still not saturated. Therefore, 

we go back to step 2. 

Iteration 2: 

Step 2: Virtual session 4 shares: S3 1 = 0.1 S33 = 2.1 

Step 3: Virtual Session share: S4 = 1.9 + 0.1 = 2 

Step 4: Session rates: R31 = R33= R37=2 

Step 5: 

LRCI = O 

LRC2= 0 

LRC3= 2 

LRC4= 0.86 

LRC5= 0 

LRC6= 3.14 

LRC7= 3 

Step 6: Now sessiOn 3 is also saturated because the capacity of link £1 is also 

completely used. So the protocol ends here and the allocations are final. 
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Final BW allocations for virtual sessions are as follo ws: 

R1 = 3.14 R2=3 R3= 1.86 R4 = 2 

4.1.2 Distributed MFBA-Log Protocol 

In this section, we explain how the MFBA-Log protocol can be implemented in the 

network, and what information is needed to be stored in the sender, and routers. We 

also explain the control packet mechanism in the network. 

In the context of MFBA-Log protocol, we propose using a series of forward and 

backward rate packets to communicate the rate between sender and receivers. Rate 

packet consists of three parts, as follows : 

r: Rate value of the packet 

C: Congestion bit 

S: Saturation bit 

In MFBA-Log, rate allocation starts when sender sets the rate field in forward rate 

packet to a very large value and submits it downstream, It is set theoretically to 

infinity. Along the path, routers calculate the fair session rate. If fair session rate is 

smaller than r (i.e. rate value in the forward rate packet), set fair session rate to r, and 

send it downstream. Upon receiving a forward rate packet, receivers know their 

current fair rate in this iteration. In sequel, receivers send this rate upstream using 

backward rate packets. Intermediate nodes and sender keep track of the rates of the 

sessions that initiate from them. Upon receiving the forward rate packet, routers use 

the number of packets in their buffer to keep track of the remaining capacity. Using 
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this remaining capacity, they update their fair share. When the buffer of a router is 

full, they set the saturation bit to 1. The protocol continues until all of the routers that 

are one hop away from sender submit a backward rate packet with saturation bit equal 

to 1. The calculation of the fair rates at the routers is explained in the next section. 

The detail of performance of routers, senders and receivers are explained in the 

following section. 

4.1.3 Function of Senders in MFBA 

Senders periodically submit forward-rate-packet, down stream. As mentioned earlier, 

forward rate packets consist of three parts. 

Saturation bit shows saturation status downstream of the current router. Senders send 

the forward packet with values set originally to: rr = oo , S = 0, C=O 

The above values signify that receivers are originally unsaturated. 

When a sender receives backward rate packet from all of the routers in the multicast 

tree that are one hop away from it, it sets the rate value of each branch to the rate 

received from backward rate packet. 

4.1.4 Function of Routers in MFBA 

Routers periodically calculate fair rate of each session. Each router upon receiving the 

forward rate packets replaces the rate (rr) of forward rate packet, with minimum ofthe 

rr and fair rate of the session and submits the packet downstream. 
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Each router also stores the values of the capacity of their immediate downstream links 

(Ct), as well as a vector of saturation status of all of the downstream branches. They 

calculate a vector of link fair rates as follows: 

S = 1+ lnm; LRC . 
1J L)+lnm; 1 

SEj 

where mi is the number of downstream receivers in session Sij for all sesswns 

traversing through link~ , and LRCj is the remaining capacity of link~· 

When a router receives a backward rate packet from all of its downstream routers, it 

sends its own backward packet upstream. The values of different fields of backward 

rate packet are set as follows: 

Saturation bit is set to 0 unless all of the received backward rate packets had 

saturation bit equal to one. Rate value is set to maximum of the rate values of the 

received backward rate packets. 

4.1.5 Function of Receivers in MFBA 

Upon rece1vmg the forward rate packets, receivers set the rate value and 

congestion bit of the backward rate packet to corresponding values received in the 

forward rate packet, and submit the backward rate packet upstream. 
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4.2 The Multicast Favored Bandwidth Allocation Protocol - Linear 

(MFBA-Lin) 

4.2.1 Centralized MFBA-Lin protocol 

Similar to MFBA-Log protocol, layered structure of the video coding is not 

considered. We assume that any feasible rate b <;:tween minimum and maximum is 

acceptable. This protocol takes advantage of the s~cond algorithm suggested in (24). 

Contrary to [24], remaining capacity will be reallocated iteratively as follows: 

1. For each link~ assign remaining Capacity LRCi=Ci. 

2. Calculate the fair share for each flow in every link proportional to the log of 

m . 
the number of receivers downstream. Su = ~LRCi (where Sij 1s the 

LJmi 
sEj 

Potential Bandwidth Allocation for each virtual session in link~-) 

3. For each virtual session, find the minimum rate in its links in the path from 

source to receiver. This Rn is added to the Rate of virtual session n from 

previous iteration. 

4. In each link, session rate is the maximum rate of its virtual sessions. 

5. Calculate Link remaining capacity as: LRCi=LRC - :E Allocated Bandwidth 

in this iteration. 

6. If there is any non-saturated virtual session go back to step 2. (A virtual 

session is saturated if in its path there is at least one bottleneck, i.e. a link that 

has all of its capacity utilized by different flows.) 
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The protocol continues until all of the virtual sessions are saturated, i.e. for each 

flow there is no more BW available at least in one ofthe links in its path. 

Example 4.1: Once again, consider network of figure 4.1. 

The capacities of the links are as follows: 

C1= 7 C2= 5 C3= 4 C4= 4 Cs= 3 C6= 5 C1_= 5 

Three flows exist in the network as follows: ~ a ) Flow 1 is a multicast flow with 

sender in node 1 and receivers in node 5 and 6. ( b ) Flow 2 is a unicast flow with 

sender in node 1 and receiver in node 7. ( c ) Flow 3 is a unicast flow in node 1 and 

receiver in node 8. The notation (i, j, k, m) is used for virtual sessions, where: 

i : Virtual session number 

m: flow number 

j: sender node 

k: receiver node 

Therefore as shown in the diagram, we will have the following virtual sessions: 

(1, 1, 5, 1), (2, 1, 6, 1), (3, 1, 7, 2), (4, 1, 8, 3). 

BW Allocation Algorithm works as follows: 

Iteration 1: 

Step 1: Link Remaining Capacities are assigned as follows: 

LRC1= 7 LRC2= 5 LRC3= 4 LRC4= 4 LRC5= 3 LRC6= 5 LRC7 = 5 
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Yes 

Initialize Link remaining Capacities 

for all of the links LR<f =Ci 

Calculate Fair shares for 

each sessidn in each link 

S -S +~ LRC. 
ii- ii L:m . 1 

I 

where m is the number of 

downstream receivers 

For each virtual sessions calculate R 
minimum rate through its path. n 

In each link calculate session rate for 
each session. i.e. Maximum of its 

virtual sessions's rates 

Calculate Link Remainin Capacity for 
each link LRC 

Figure 4.3: Flowchart ofMFBA-Lin protocol 
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Step 2: Initialize BW in different links: In link 1, there are three flows competing: 

Flow 1 with two receivers downstream. Flow 2 with one receiver down stream 

and flow 3 with one receiver down stream. Therefore the share of each flow is as 

follows : 

2 s" = --C1 = 3.5 
2+2 

Sij stands for Share of flow i in link j . 

• 
In link 2 there are 2 flows . Flow 1 with 2 receivers down stream and flow 2 with 1 

receiver downstream. So the shares ofBW for the flows are as follows: 

2 
s1 2 = --C2 = 3.33 

1+2 

1 
S22 = --C2 = 1.67 

1+ 2 

In all other links the number of receivers downstream for each flow IS 1. 

Therefore the shares for each flow is as follows: 

s 26 = s 

Step 3: Share of each virtual session in this iteration is minimum of its shares in 

different links through its path. Therefore: 

S1 = Min(S1"S12,S14) = 3.33 

s 2 = Min(SII ,Sl2' sl5) = 3 

S3 = Min(S2"S22 ,S26 ) = 1.67 

S4 = Min(S3 " S33 , S37 ) = 1. 75 

Step 4: R ij is rate of session i in link j. The rates of sessions in each link are as 

follows : 

R11= R12= Max (3, 3.33)=3.33 
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R1s=3 

Rz1= R22= Rz6= 1.67 

R31=R33= R31=1.75 

Step 5: Link Remaining Capacities are calculated as follows: 

LRCI= 0.25 

LRCz= 0 

LRC3= 2.25 

LRC4= 0.67 

LRCs= 0 

LRC6= 3.33 

LRC1= 3.25 

Step 6: Session 1 and 2 are saturated, since link 2 is in their common path and all of 

its capacity is utilized. Session 3 (virtual session 4) is still not saturated, so we go 

back to step 2. 

Iteration 2: 

Step 2: Virtual session 4 shares: S31 = 0.25 S33 = 2.2s 

Step 3: Virtual Session share: S4 = 1.75 + 0.25 = 2 

Step 4: Session rates: R31= R33= R37=2 

Step 5: 

LRCI= 0 

LRCz= 0 

LRC3= 2 
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LRC4= 0.67 

LRCs=O 

LRC6= 3.33 

LRC1= 3 

Step 6: Now session 3 is also saturated because the capacity of link l1 Is also 

completely used. So the protocol ends here and the allocations are final. 

Final BW allocations for virtual sessions are as follo}Vs: 

R1 = 3.33 R2=3 R3= 1.67 R4=2 

4.2.2 Distributed MFBA-Lin protocol 

Functionality of Sender, Receiver, and Routers in distributed form of MFBA-Lin 

protocol is similar to their functionality in MFBA-Log protocol. The only difference 

between the two protocols is that MFBA-Log for calculation of session shares uses 

the formula proportional to logarithm of number of down stream receivers, but in 

MFBA-Lin the rates are linearly proportional to the number of down stream 

receivers. 

4.3 The Multicast Reserved Bandwidth Allocation Protocol 

(MRBA) 

The proposed MRBA protocol is inspired by High Occupancy Vehicles (HOY) 

lanes at the highways. In MRBA protocol, we propose allocating a portion of the BW 

of each link to the multicast sessions only. rC1 is the portion of the BW that shall be 

allocated to the multicast sessions, where r is a constant between 0 and 1. The 
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remaining of the BW - i.e. (1-r) C1 in addition to the part of BW in the links that was 

not used by multicast session - will be allocated to other sessions ( unicast and/or 

multicast). 

1.0 

Figure 4.4: Fairness in a simple network 

4.3.1 Overview of MRBA 

Let us consider the network of Figure 4.4. The flow f2 is a multicast session which 

delivers the packets to two receivers. We suggest allocating part of the BW in the 

links only to multicast flows. For example, we can allocate 20% of capacity of Ct to 

multicast flows (in this case flow f2). Therefore, 0.2 unit of BW in Ct is allocated to 

flow f2, and the remaining 0.8 units ofBW are divided equally between f1, and f2. As 

a result allocation for flow f1 will be 0.8/2=0.4, and BW allocated to flow [z will be 

(0.8/2)+0.2=0.6, resulting in (0.4, 0.6) BW allocation. This idea is the basis ofMRBA 

protocol. 

In our proposed protocol, we have used approach in [39] for allocation of the 

common BW between different sessions. Since the shared BW between different 
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flows (multicast and unicast) is being treated equally, there will not be starvation for 

any session. On the other hand, with allocating part of BW to multicast session, we 

achieve the goal of favoring multicast and increasing overall level of Receiver 

Satisfaction. 

4.3.2 Centralized MRBA Protocol 

' 
Like MFBA-Log and MFBA-Lin protocols, in this section we assume that all of 

the information of the sessions exists at the sender. Such assumption will assist us to 

better explain the intuition behind the MRBA protocol. In the next subsection, we 

will explain the distributed form of MRBA protocol, and how it can be implemented 

in the network. As stated earlier, in MRBA a percentage of links' BW is assigned 

only to multicast sessions. At the first step, MRBA allocates such BW between 

multicast sessions. After allocating this part of BW to multicast sessions, it calculates 

the remaining BW in each link. In sequel, it allocates the remaining BW to all 

sessions including unicast and multicast. Figure 4.5 shows the flowchart of MRBA 

protocol. 

BW allocation in MRBA is as follows: 

1. For each link f; assign Multicast Only Link Remaining Capacity 

MOLRCi=r*Ci. (where/.... is Multicast Only Share of Bandwidth.) 

2. Now allocate the reserved Share to Multicast flows proportional to the number 

m 
of their downstream receiversSif = ~MOLRC;. 

~m; 
SE j 
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3. For each virtual session, find the minimum rate in its links in the path from 

source to receiver. This Rn is added to the Rate of virtual session n from 

previous iteration. 

4. In each link, select the session rate as the maximum rate of its virtual sessions. 

5. Calculate Link remaining capacity as: MOLRCi=MOLRCi - L Allocated 

Bandwidth in this iteration. 

6. If there is any non-saturated virtual sessio:n left in any multicast session, go 
• 

back to step 2. (A virtual session is saturated if in its path there is at least one 

bottleneck.) 

7. Calculate Link remaining Capacity in all links as: LRCi=LRC- L Allocated 

Multicast Only (MO) Bandwidth in the Link 

8. Allocate the remaining BW to all flows equally SiJ = _!_ LRC; . 
n 

9. For each virtual session, find the minimum rate in its links in the path from 

source to receiver. This Rn is added to the Rate of virtual session n from 

previous iteration. 

10. In each link, session rate is the maximum rate of its virtual session. 

11. Calculate Link Remaining Capacity as: LRCi=LRCi - L Allocated Bandwidth 

in this iteration. 

12. If there is any non-saturated virtual sessiOn, calculate fair share for each 

virtual session, and go back to step 7. 
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T (7) Calculate Link Remainin Capacity 
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(1) Initialize Link remaining Capacities 
for all of the links LRC . = C . 
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........ 
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1 
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(2) Calculate Multicast Only Fair shares for 

each Multicast session in each link 
where n is the number of 

mi : sessions in the link 
s ij = s ij + MO LRC . l L mi I 

where m is the number of 
(9) For each virtual session , calculate R 

downstream receivers minimum rate through its path . n 

J 
(3) For each virtual session , calculate R 

(1 0) In each link calculate session rate for 

minimum rate through its path. n 
each session. i.e. Maximum of its 

virtual sessions's rates 

,[/ 

(4) In each link calculate session rate for 
each session . i.e. Maximum of its (11) 

Yes virtual sessions's rates s there any unsaturated 

1 
virtual session left ? 

No 
(5) Calculate Link Remainin Capacity 

for each link MO LRC 
End 

Yes 
(6) 

s there any unsaturated 
virtual session left ? 

No 
'-/ 

Figure 4.5: Flow chart for MRBA Protocol 

Example 4.2: Consider the network of figure 4.6. Using MRBA protocol, solve the 

BW allocation problem. We assume r = 0.2 

BW Allocation Algorithm works as follows: 
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Figure 4.6: Sample Network for example 2 (Repeated for Convenience) 

Iteration 1 Multicast Only( MO) : 

Step 1: Link Remaining Capacities are assigned as follows: 

Therefore, Common and Multicast Only Capacities in links are as follows: 

MOLRC2= 1 MOLRC3= 0.8 

MOLRC4= 0.8 MOLRC5= 0.6 

Step 2: Initialize BW in different links: The only multicast flow IS flow 1. 

Therefore Multicast only BW allocation is as follows: 

S11 =MOLRC1 =1.4 

S14 = MOLRC1 = o.8 

S12 = MOLRC2 = 1 

SIS = MOLRCI = 0.6 

Sij is Share of flow i in link j. 

Step 3: Share of each virtual session in this iteration is minimum of its shares in 

different links through its path. Therefore: 
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S1 = Min(S1pS12 ,S14 ) = 0.8 

S2 = Min(S11 ,S12 ,S15 ) = 0.6 

Step 4: Rij is rate of session i in link j. The rates of sessions in each link are as 

follows : 

R14 = 0.8 R1s = 0.6 

. 
Step 5: Multicast Only Link Remaining Capacities are calculated as follows: 

MOLRC4= 0 MOLRC5= 0 MOLRC1= 1 

Step 6: Since both virtual sessions are saturated, we move to Step 7. 

Step 7: Link Remaining Capacities are calculated as follows: 

LRCs= 2.4 

Step 8: Virtual session shares: 

S 
6.2 

sll =Szl = 31 =-=2.066 
3 

4.2 
s1 2 =Szz =-=2.1 

2 

Step 9: Virtual Session shares: 

LRC1= 5 
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S1 = S1 +Min(S1pS12 ,S14 ) = 0.8+2.066 = 2.866 

S2 = S2 +Min(S1pS12 ,S15 ) = 0.6+2.066 = 2.666 

S3 = S3 +Min(S2 pS22 ,S26 ) = 2.066 

S4 =S4 +Min(S3pS33 ,S37 )=2.066 

Step 10: Session rates: 

Step 11: Link Remaining Capacities 

LRC2= 0.068 

CLRC5= 0.934 LRC1= 2.934 

Step 12: Now all sesswns are saturated because the capacity of link IS 

completely used. Therefore the protocol ends here, and the allocations are final. 

4.3.3 Distributed MRBA Protocol 

In MRBA, similar to MFBA rate allocation starts when sender sets the rate field in 

forward rate packet (FRP) to a very large value and submits it downstream. The 

transmission of control signal for MRBA is almost identical to MFBA algorithms. 

The only difference is there is two sets of control signals for MRBA. Since the BW is 

divided into two parts of common BW and Multicast only BW, there will be one set 

of controls for the common BW and a second set of controls the Multicast only BW. 
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Multicast only BW is allocated between multicast sessions at the first phase. In 

sequel, the unused BW will be allocated between all ofthe sessions similar to [39]. In 

chapter 5, the simulation results for different values of parameter r is studied. The 

results show that as r increases, Inter Receiver Fairness decreases, but Receiver 

Satisfaction increases. It is part of the network design to choose an appropriate ratio 

to achieve a desired compromise between Fairness and Receiver Satisfaction. 

4.3.4 Senders' operation in MRBA 

Senders ofthe unicast sessions periodically submit forward-rate-packet, down stream. 

Forward rate packets consist of four parts. The first three parts are similar to MFBA

Log and MFBA-Lin protocols, as follows: 

rr: Rate value of the packet 

C: Congestion bit 

S: Saturation bit 

Figure 4. 7: Forward rate packet structure 

MO: Multicast Only bit (This bit is set to 0 if rate packet is for common BW, and 1 if 

rate packet belongs to MO BW allocation.) 
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MO bit indicates whether the forward rate packet is a control message for Multicast 

Only BW or Common BW. For unicast sessions, this bit is always set to 0, since they 

are not participating in allocation ofMO BW. 

Senders of Multicast session periodically send Multicast Only BW forward-rate-

packets, to allocate the MO BW between Multicast sessions. When the MO backward 

rate packet is received by sender, it submits the common BW forward rate packet. 

Forward rate packet for Common BW is followed ,immediately after completion of 
' 

MO BW is allocated fully. 

4.3.5 Routers' operation in MRBA 

Routers periodically calculate common fair rate and MO fair rates for each session. 

Each router upon receiving the forward-rate-packets replaces the rate (rr) of forward 

rate packet, with minimum of rr and session fair rate in the link, and submits the 

packet downstream. 

(I) FRP 
---------· 

(2) BRP 
·---------

Figure 4.8: Flow ofFRP and BRP control signals in a router with I incoming and 2 outgoing 

links 

Each router also stores the MRBA r parameter, values of the capacity of their 

immediate downstream links (Ct), as well as one vector of saturation status of all of 
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the downstream branches (used for both MO and C). They calculate a vector of link 

MO fair rates as follows: 

sej 

where mi IS the number of downstream receivers in session Sij for all sesswns 

traversing through link li , and LRCj is the remaining MO capacity of link~-

When a router finds MO capacities of all of the downstream branches are saturated, 

the protocol calculates the LRC for all of the downstream branches. In sequel, the 

common link remaining capacity is calculated according to the following formula: 

where nj is the number of sessions in link j 

When a router receives a backward rate packet, from all of its downstream routers, it 

sends its own backward rate packet upstream, setting the MO bit to 1 if the packet is 

MO, and to 0 if the packet is C. The values of different fields of backward rate packet 

are set as follows: 

Saturation bit is set to 0 unless all of the received backward rate packets had 

saturation bit equal to one. Rate value is set to maximum of the rate fields of the 

received backward rate packets. 
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4.3.6 Receivers' Operation in MRBA 

Upon receiving the forward rate packets, receivers set the rate value and 

congestion bit of the backward rate packet to corresponding values received in the 

forward rate packet, and submit the backward rate packet upstream. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter the function of three innovative proposed protocols, namely 

MFBA-Lin, MFBA-Log, and MRBA were introduced. For all 3 protocols, first we 

explained the centralized form, which assumes all of the information of capacity of 

the links, and receivers are available at the sender. An example is provided for each 

protocol to demonstrate their functionality. In sequel distributed form of the 

protocols, and role of senders, receivers and routers in control mechanism of the 3 

protocols are explained. Favoring multicast over unicast is inherent in these protocols. 

Therefore, improvement in overall level of satisfaction in comparison to the earlier 

proposed protocols is expected. This improvement is achieved at the cost of deviating 

from Max-Min fair BW allocation. 
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5 Simulation Results 

In this chapter, simulation results for the proposed protocols and a comparison with 

the protocol proposed in [2] are presented. We· are using the protocol of [2] as a 

reference for our comparison. Sarkar et. al dembnstrated in [2] that their proposed 

protocol is Max-Min fair. Therefore, comparison with Protocol of [2] is an 

appropriate approach to find out how much improvement in Receiver Satisfaction is 

achieved and how much we deviate from Max-Min fair allocation. 

We ran simulation for 100,000 events, for several different topologies, and different 

combination of sessions in each topology. Each event in simulation is start or 

termination of one of the sessions. After each event, the share of each flow based on 

MRBA protocol, and protocol of [2] is calculated. In sequel, the average Inter 

Receiver Fairness, and average Receiver Satisfaction according to formulas 1 and 2 

have been calculated. 

n 

IRF = Ia;F;(r) Where ai = 1/n for i= 1.. . n (5-1) 
i=l 

RS=Ir (5-2) 

Sarkar et al have proved that protocol of [2] results in Max-Min fair BW allocation. 

We have chosen this protocol as a frame of reference for our simulation to compare 

our results with Max-Min fair allocation. 
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5.1 Example 1 

We start with simple study of network shown in figure 5.l(Example 4.1 from 

previous chapter). The results for protocol of [2] in Table 5.1 are referred to as Sarkar 

protocol. Receiver Satisfaction is defined as sum of the allocated rates to all of the 

active virtual sessions. 

Table 5.1 shows the Average Fairness and Receiver Satisfaction companson of 

Bandwidth Allocation using MFBA-Log and protocol of [2] for networks of Figures 

5.1. As table 5.1 shows, MFBA-Log improves Receiver Satisfaction with slight 

negative affect on Inter Receiver Fairness compared to protocol of [2]. It can be seen 

that Receiver Satisfaction is improved, at the cost of deviating from Max-Min fair 

allocation of protocol of [2]. 

Figure 5.1: Sample Network for example I 

(C1= ? C2= 5 C3=4 C4= 4 Cs= 3 C6= 5 C1= S) 
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MFBA-Log Sarkar 

Fairness Receiver Fairness Receiver 

0.88 6.61 0.89 6.45 

Table 5.1: Companson of IRF and RS for topology of figure 5.1 

We continue our simulation with another sample network [41]. 

5.2 Example 2 

Figure 5.2 shows the second sample network that we consider for our simulation. 

The network shown in figure 5.2 is larger and more complicated than network of 

figure 5.1. Table 5.2 shows the session and link information for figure 5.2. The 

program is run 20 times. In sequel, the average Inter-receiver-Fairness is calculated. 

Table 5.3 shows the results for topology of Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.2: Second sample topology 
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We ran simulation for the network of figure 5.2 for 100000 random events in the 

network. Each event is start or termination of a session. Inter arrival time for sessions 

are following an exponential distribution. Duration of sessions follows a poisson 

distribution. The sessions that are listed in the table are randomly activated and the 

shares for each session based on MFBA-Log protocol and protocol of [2] are 

calculated. Also the length of each session is ~andomly selected. At the end of 

simulation, the average of Fairness and Receiver Satisfaction at each time is 
' 

calculated. For calculation of the fairness, sessions are weighted equally. In other 

The results for network of figure 5.2 shows that at the low traffics, i.e. higher capacity 

at the bottle neck links of 1 and 13, the MFBA-Log protocol performs very similar to 

the protocol of [2]. However, as the level of traffic increases we can see more 

improvement in receiver satisfaction and deviating from Max-Min fair allocation. 

For topology of Figure 5 .2, three different cases are studied. In the first case, the 

capacity of the links 1 and 13 are high (14 and 9 respectively). Therefore MFBA-Log 

and Sarkar protocols have similar performances. Increasing capacities in the second 

case to 25, and 20 respectively, doesn't significantly change the result. However, as 

we decrease the capacity of these two links to 6 and 6 in third case, it is clear that 

MFBA-Log protocol improves RS compared to Sarkar's protocol. This comes at the 

cost of deviating slightly from Max-Min fair BW allocation. Links 1 is likely to be 

the bottleneck of the sessions in the network. Also, it is part of the path for many 

sesswns. 
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Virtual Session Path Link Capacity 

Session 
1 1 1,2,3 1 14 

2 1 1,2,4,5 2 6 

3 2 1,6,7,5 3 4 

4 3 1,8,9,10,11 4 4 

5 3 1,8,9,15,16 5 10 

6 4 1,8,9,10,12 6 6 

7 5 13,14,15,16 7 6 

8 5 13,17,19,20 8 5 

9 6 13,17,18,16 9 6 

10 7 1,2,4,5 10 8 

11 8 1,2,3 11 5 

12 8 1,8,9,10,11 12 4 

13 8 1,8,9,10,12 13 9 

14 9 13,14,10,11 14 6 

15 9 13,14,15,16 15 7 

16 9 13, 17,19,20 16 9 

17 10 13,17,19,20 17 6 

18 11 1,6,7,5 18 8 

19 11 1,8,9,10,12 19 5 

20 5 

Table 5.2: Session and Link Information in Topology of Figure 5.2 
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Therefore they have been chosen as candidates for change in capacity. In addition, 

in other links, for multicast sessions number of down-stream receivers is one, and 

MFBA acts similar to protocol of [2]. However, in these two links, there are many 

sessions that are competing and as a result the difference between MFBA-Log and 

Sarkar protocols is significant. 

Capacities MFBA-Log : Sarkar 

C1=25 
0.59 28.17 0.59 28.17 

C13=20 

C1=14 
0.60 27.60 0.60 27.60 

C13=9 

C1=6 
0.37 17.32 0.38 16.37 

C13=6 

Table 5.3: Comparison ofiRF and RS for topologies of figure 5.2 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the Average Receiver Satisfaction and Fairness for 

figure 5.2, when capacity of the link 1 varies. As the graphs show the MFBA-Log and 

Sarkar protocols have similar behaviors except when the capacities of these two links 

are relatively low. For lower capacities, link 1 is more likely to become the bottleneck 

of the network, and as a result the average Receiver Satisfaction of the network 

increases. When the capacity of these two links increases, these two links less 

frequently become the bottleneck of the network. Therefore, the MFBA and Sarkar 

protocols become similar. 
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Fairness 

1.2 

-·-
0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

Or-----·-----.----------.----------.-
5 6 7 8 9 

Rate of Link 1 

Figure 5.3: Average Fairness in Figure 5.2 varying link 1 Capacity 
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Figure 5.4: Average Receiver Satisfaction in Figure 5.2 varying link 1 Capacity 

-Sarkar 
· · · •• MFBA-Log 

- - - MFBA-Lin 

- · - ·MRBA 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show that for lower capacities of link 1, which resembles higher 

level of traffic in the network, MFBA-Log and MFBA-Lin improve Receiver 

Satisfaction, while the level of Fairness decreases. However, when traffic in the 

network is not high (i .e. higher capacities of link 1) Sarkar protocol provides a higher 

level of Receiver Satisfaction, and lower level of Inter-Receiver Fairness. These 

results show that the MFBA protocols are useful for high traffic networks while in 

lower traffics, use of MFBA protocols do not lead into any significant improvement 
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over earlier protocols. In other words, in low traffics the deviation from Max-Min fair 

allocation is minimal, and there is not much improvement in Receiver satisfaction. As 

results shows MFBA-Lin improves Receiver Satisfaction more compared to MFBA

Log. This comes at the cost of deviating more from Max-Min fair BW allocation. 

The graphs clearly show that MRBA protocol achieves the highest level of Receiver 

Satisfaction, but deviates most from Max-min fair Allocation. In these graphs, MO 

ratio is set to 0.2. 

5.3 MRBA Protocol 

Figure 5.5 shows the sample network with three unicast sessions between links (3,5), 

(7,9), and (10, 13), and one multicast session with sender in node 1 and 18 receivers 

in nodes 14 to 31. Each unicast session is sharing one link with multicast session. We 

ran the simulation for different rates in the common link, i.e links between nodes (2, 

4), (6, 8), and (11, 12). Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show IRF and RS for networks shown in 

Figure 5.5 when MO Ratio varies from 0.03 to 0.6. 

7 10 

3 

14 

~--~~--~----~._~~--~--~~--~~ 15 
4 8 

2 6 11 

16 

5 9 

31 

Figure 5.5: A sample network with chain structure 
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Similar to example 2, we ran simulation for the network of figure 5.2 for 100000 

random events in the network. Each event is start or termination of a session. Inter 

arrival time for sessions were following an exponential distribution. Duration of 

sessions follows a poisson distribution. At the end of the simulation, the average of 

RS and IRF for MRBA is calculated. The output of MRBA protocol for Multicast-

Only ratio varying from 0.03 to 0.60 is studied. 

It can be observed that as MO ratio increases, Receiver Satisfaction also increases . . 
However, such advantage comes at the cost of sacrificing fairness. Solid line in 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 corresponds to low capacity of common links and dashed line 

corresponds to high capacity of common links. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show that for low 

traffic networks - i.e. when capacity of the common links are high - increasing MO 

ratios more than a certain value does not affect IRF and RS. This is due to the fact 

that for that MO ratio, multicast session becomes saturated due to lower capacity in 

other links. As a result the allocated rate to multicast and unicast sessions for higher 

values of MO Ratio remains constant. It is also clear that this threshold ratio 

decreases as the traffic decreases. In other words, like MFBA protocols, MRBA 

protocol proves to be more effective in high traffic networks, and performs similar to 

earlier proposed protocols [2] in networks with lower traffic. 

Similar to Figures 5.3 and 5.4, in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 when the MO ratio increases, 

average receiver Satisfaction increases, while the average Inter Receiver Fairness 

decreases. 
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These results were expected because as the higher portions of capacity of the links is 

allocated to the multicast sessions more receivers will receive higher BW. 

Consequently, the Receiver Satisfaction increases. However, that comes with the cost 

of unfair treatment of unicast sessions. This is shown in Figure 5.6 as the decrease in 

Average Inter Receiver Fairness in the network of Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.6: Normalized Receiver Satisfaction for Network of Figure 5.5 
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Figure 5.7: Normalized Inter Receiver Fairness for Network of Figure 5.5 
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5.4 A 100 node Network 

As our last case, we study the MRBA protocol with a larger network. Figure 5.8 

shows the sample network with I 00 nodes and I80 links. Each crossing of the lines in 

the diagram shows a node and each line represents a link. Nodes are numbered from I 

to I80 moving horizontally from left to right. 

As it can be seen in table 5.4, the number of Multicast receivers in different sessions 

varies from 3 to 20 receivers per sessiOn. There is 28 unicast sessions and I3 

multicast sessions in the network. 

G: I 9 0 
91 

142 

99 180 

0_0 900 

Figure 5.8: Sample network with I 00 nodes and 180 links 
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Li nk Node I Node Capacity Li nk Node Node Capacity Li nk Node Node Capacity 

Number 2 Number I 2 Number I 2 

1 1 2 14 27 29 30 6 53 58 59 8 

2 2 3 6 28 31 32 8 54 59 60 9 

3 3 4 4 29 32 33 9 55 61 62 7 

4 4 5 4 30 33 34 5 56 62 63 5 

5 5 6 10 31 34 35 6 57 63 64 7 

6 6 7 6 32 35 36 8 58 64 65 8 

7 7 8 6 33 36 37 6 59 65 66 9 

8 8 9 5 34 37 38 . 9 60 66 67 5 • 

9 9 10 6 35 38 39 4 61 67 68 4 

10 11 12 5 36 39 40 7 62 68 69 7 

11 12 13 4 37 41 42 6 63 69 70 8 

12 13 14 9 38 42 43 5 64 71 72 6 

13 14 15 8 39 43 44 8 65 72 73 5 

14 15 16 7 40 44 45 5 66 73 74 7 

15 16 17 9 41 45 46 9 67 74 75 9 

16 17 18 6 42 46 47 7 68 75 76 14 

17 18 19 8 43 47 48 6 69 76 77 6 

18 19 20 5 44 48 49 5 70 77 78 7 

19 21 22 5 45 49 50 4 71 78 79 8 

20 22 23 8 46 51 52 6 72 79 80 9 

21 23 24 8 47 52 53 3 73 81 82 10 

22 24 25 5 48 53 54 9 74 82 83 12 

23 25 26 8 49 54 55 6 75 83 84 5 

24 26 27 6 50 55 56 7 76 84 85 7 

25 27 28 13 51 56 57 12 77 85 86 8 

26 28 29 10 52 57 58 5 78 86 87 4 

Table 5.4: Link Information of network of Figure 5.8 
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Link Node I Node Capacity Link Node Node Capacity Link Node Node Capacity 

Number 2 Number I 2 Number I 2 

79 87 88 7 105 15 25 8 131 41 51 8 

80 88 89 8 106 16 26 7 132 42 52 6 

81 89 90 6 107 17 27 6 133 43 53 5 

82 91 92 9 108 18 28 4 134 44 54 7 

83 92 93 7 109 19 29 7 135 45 55 6 

84 93 94 6 110 20 30 6 136 46 56 8 

85 94 95 8 111 21 31 - 11 137 47 57 9 

86 95 96 9 112 22 32 : 10 138 48 58 7 

87 96 97 7 113 23 33 12 139 49 59 6 

88 97 98 5 114 24 34 6 140 50 60 8 

89 98 99 7 115 25 35 4 141 51 61 7 

90 99 100 8 116 26 36 8 142 52 62 9 

91 1 11 5 117 27 37 9 143 53 63 4 

92 2 12 7 118 28 38 7 144 54 64 7 

93 3 13 9 119 29 39 6 145 55 65 6 

94 4 14 8 120 30 40 8 146 56 66 5 

95 5 15 6 121 31 41 7 147 57 67 8 

96 6 16 7 122 32 42 9 148 58 68 7 

97 7 17 5 123 33 43 5 149 59 69 6 

98 8 18 9 124 34 44 7 150 60 70 5 

99 9 19 8 125 35 45 8 151 61 71 7 

100 10 20 9 126 36 46 9 152 62 72 6 

101 11 21 5 127 37 47 5 153 63 73 8 

102 12 22 7 128 38 48 6 154 64 74 6 

103 13 23 6 129 39 49 7 155 65 75 5 
--

104 14 24 5 130 40 50 9 156 66 76 7 

Table 5.4(continued): Link Information of network of Figure 5.8 
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Link Node I Node 2 Capacity Link Node Node Capacity Link Node Node Capacity 

Number Number I 2 Nu mber I 2 

I 57 67 77 7 I65 75 85 5 I73 83 93 7 

I 58 68 78 8 I66 76 86 8 I74 84 94 5 

I 59 69 79 9 I67 77 87 6 I75 85 95 9 

I60 70 80 7 I68 78 88 5 I76 86 96 7 

-
I6I 7I 8I 5 I69 79 89 4 I77 87 97 5 

I62 72 82 6 I70 80 90 7 I78 88 98 7 

163 73 83 8 I7I 81 9I 6 I79 89 99 8 

I64 74 84 9 I72 82 92 9 I80 90 IOO 7 

Table 5.4(continued): Link Information of network of Figure 5.8 

Table 5.5 shows the session information for net work shown in Figure 5.8. 

VS# Session# 

I I 

2 2 

3 2 

4 2 

5 2 

6 2 

7 2 

8 2 

9 3 

10 3 

Source j Receiver Links 

7I 76 64,65,66,67,68 

76 IO I42,, 14I , 51, 52, I5 8, I57, 35, I65 , 27, 173, 172 

76 8 69, 151 ,6 1, 159, 158, 157, 156, I55, 154 

76 73 68,67,66 

76 77 69 

76 66 142 

76 82 82, 68, 67, 125, 75, 74 

76 38 69, 70, 160, 159, 158, 157 

98 31 I62, I6I, 160,159, 158,43,42, 41 ,40,39,38,37,94 

98 38 162, I61, 160, 159, 158, 157 

Table 5.5: Session Information of network of Figure 5.8 
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VS# I Session # I Source I Receiver I Links 

11 3 98 71 88, 87, 144, 143, 68, 67, 66, 65, 64 

12 3 98 17 88, 153, 152, 151, 150, 149, 148, 147, 146 

13 3 98 82 162, 79, 78, 77, 76, 75, 74 

14 3 98 47 162,79, 152, 151 , 150, 149 

15 3 98 73 162, 79, 152,69,68,67,66 . 

16 3 98 100 89,90 
' • 

17 3 98 37 162, 161,70, 151, 150, 149, 148 

18 3 98 74 88, 87, 86, 135, 76, 125 

19 4 41 65 95,4~ 105,5~57,58 

20 4 41 69 95,46, 105,5~57,58,59,60,61,62 

21 4 41 I 94,93, 92,91 

22 4 41 66 95,96,55,56,57,58,59 

23 4 41 95 95, 46, 47, 48, 123, 124, 67, 134, 135 

24 5 14 62 119, 120,30, 112, 113,47, 105 

25 5 14 79 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 58, 133, 68, 69, 70, 71 

26 5 14 1 12, 11 , 100, 1 

27 5 14 80 119,22,23, 138,33,34, 157,44,45, 176,177, 178 

28 5 14 65 13, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132 

29 6 73 18 115, 114,48, 122,40, 41, 42, 148, 147, 146, 16 

30 7 90 53 81, 80, 161, 160,61 , 150, 51 , 50, 49, 48 

31 7 90 22 81, 80, 161, 160,61, 150, 51, 50, 49, 48, 113,38, 103, 102 

32 7 90 55 81, 80, 161, 160,61, 150, 51,50 

33 7 90 6 81, 80, 161 , 160, 61 , 150, 51 , 140, 139, 138, 137, 136 

Table 5.5: (continued) Session Information of network of Figure 5.8 
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VS# Session# Source Receiver Links 

34 7 90 59 81, 170, 169, 168 

35 8 18 42 16, 146,24,138, 139,41,40,39,38 

36 8 18 19 17 

37 8 18 7 154, 7 

38 8 18 8 154 

39 9 5 32 127, 128, 129,31, 30,29 . 

40 9 5 95 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135 
' . 

41 9 5 99 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135,86, 87, 88,89 

42 10 48 56 158,52,51 

43 10 48 99 158, 159,62, 169, 170, 171 

44 10 48 70 158, 159,62,63 

45 11 67 44 150,149,42,4 1,40 

46 11 67 29 150, 149, 148, 147,25,26 

47 11 67 60 150,52,53,54 

48 11 67 48 150, 149,43 

49 12 54 58 49,50,51,52 

50 12 54 37 49,50,51, 149,148 

51 12 54 39 49, 50, 51, 149, 148, 34, 35 

52 12 54 18 49, 50, 51, 149, 148, 147,25, 155 

53 13 26 77 24, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151 

54 14 33 38 30,31,32,33,34 

55 15 42 68 38,39,40, 41,42,43, 158,159 

56 16 55 99 50,51, 150, 151,70,71, 170,171 

57 17 47 79 43, 158, 159, 160, 71 

Table 5.5: (continued) Session Information of network ofFigure 5.8 
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VS# I Session # I Source I Receiver I Links 

58 18 38 74 157, 158, 159,61, 60, 59, 58, 124 

59 19 45 58 41, 42, 43, 158 

60 19 45 48 41, 42,43 

61 19 45 68 41, 42 , 43, 158, 159 

62 19 45 40 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 175 

63 19 45 88 41, 42, 43, 158, 159, 160, 161 

64 19 45 77 41, 42, 149, 150, 151 . 
65 20 34 56 31, 32, 139, 140 

66 20 34 58 31, 32, 139, 140,51,52 

67 20 34 59 31,32,33,34,35, 166,167 

68 20 34 67 31, 32, 33, 148, 149, 150 

69 20 34 39 31,32,33,34,35 

70 20 34 90 31' 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179 

71 21 99 76 89, 162,161,70,69 

72 22 2 37 2,3, 118, 119,22,23,24,147 

73 23 5 47 5, 136,137, 138, 139,42 

74 24 36 69 139,140,141,60,61,62 

75 25 28 65 156,157 ,43,42, 140,141,59 

76 26 76 43 142,59,58,57, 114,113 

77 27 77 22 69, 142,59, 132,131 ,130,3 1 ,30,29, I 02 

78 28 85 67 135,134,68, 142,60 

79 29 83 57 116,115,57,58,59,141 ,51 

80 30 74 39 124,123, 122,40,41,42, 148,34,35 

81 31 3 49 109,110,2 1 ,22,23,24, 147,148,43,44 

Table S.S:(continued) Session Information of network of Figure 5.8 
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VS# Session# Source Receiver Links 

82 32 10 63 172, 173,174,36,35,34,33, 139,140,141,59,58,57 

83 33 86 49 143,142,60,61 ,62, 168,167,166 

84 34 42 87 104,105, I 06,65,66,67 ,68, 143,78 

85 35 47 63 42,140,141,59,58,57 

86 36 41 27 37 ,38,39,40,41 ,42, 148,147 

87 37 53 68 114,57,58,59,60,61 

88 38 62 25 56,57, 123,122,121,120,22 . 
89 39 73 99 66,67,68,69,152, 153,88,89 

90 40 75 34 67,124,123,122,121 

Table 5.5:(continued) Session Information of network of Figure 5.8 

In order to evaluate the affect of level of traffic on performance of MRBA 

protocol, we have changed capacity of link #142 from 5 to 25 in the network, and 

repeated the simulation. Link #142 was chosen since it belongs to the path of several 

multicast and unicast sessions. Therefore, it affects the simulation results more than 

other links. 

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 have shown RS and IRF for two different rates for link #142. 

These values are 5 and 25 representing higher traffic and lower traffic consecutively. 

As it can be seen, decrease in the level of traffic affects both IRF and RS parameters 

positively. It can be seen that when the level of traffic decreases - in our simulation 

the capacity of link #142 increases - the positive affect on RS is significant while 

positive affect on IRF is insignificant. 
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Figure 5.9: Inter Receiver Fairness vs. MO Ratio 
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Figure 5.10: Receiver Satisfaction vs . MO Ratio 

To study the affect of number of receivers in a session, we added a new multicast 

session with 20 receivers to the network. The information of this session is shown in 

table 5.5. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the simulation results for the network of Figure 

5.8 when this new multicast session is added to the network. 
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VS# Session# Source Receiver I Links 

91 41 65 79 59,142,69,70,71 

92 41 65 99 59,142, 143,78,79,80,171 

93 41 65 72 59,142, 143,77,76,75,74,107 

94 41 65 49 59, 142,69,151' 150,149,43,44 

95 41 65 53 59, 142,68,67, 124,123,48 

96 41 65 94 59, 142,68,67, 125,126 

97 41 65 79 59, 142,69, 152,79,80,170 
' . 

98 41 65 90 59, 142,69,152,79,80,8 1 

99 41 65 69 59, 142,69,152, 79,161,160,62 

100 41 65 58 59, 142,69,151 ,61,159 

101 41 65 27 59, 142,69,151 '150, 149,148, 147 

102 41 65 44 59, 142,69,151 ' 150, 149,42,4 1 

103 41 65 39 59, 142,69,151 ' 150, 149,148,34,35 

104 41 65 28 132,131' 130,129,23,24,25 

105 41 65 14 132,131,130,129,22,119 

106 41 65 33 132,131,130,31,30 

107 41 65 22 132,131,40,39,38, 103,102 

108 41 65 13 132,131,40,39,112,111,110 

109 41 65 24 132,131,40,121,120 

110 41 65 32 132,131,40,121 ,3 0,29 

Table 5.6: Information of Extra Multicast Session with 20 receivers for network of Figure 5.8 

It can be seen that the IRF is decreasing more due to the presence of this new 

multicast session which has higher number of virtual sessions. As it can be seen the 
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Normalized Receiver Satisfaction has similar performance. However, the maximum 

RS for network has increased from 109 to 120. This can not be seen in the graph, 

because we have plotted the normalized RS, not RS. 

Normailzed Receiver Satisfaction 

---------------------
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Figure 5.11: Receiver Satisfaction vs. MO Ratio with the new Multicast session added 
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Figure 5.12: Inter Receiver Fairness vs. MO Ratio with the new Multicast session added 
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5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, simulation results for some sample networks were presented. We 

started with a simple small network and then step by step studied the protocols for 

more complicated topologies. The results compared the effectiveness of MFBA-Log, 

MFBA-Lin and MRBA protocols to their earlier counter parts in achieving higher 

Receiver Satisfaction at the cost of lower fai~ess. It is shown that the proposed 

Multicast Reserved Bandwidth Allocation-Linear (MRBA) protocol provides more . 
improvement in the Receiver Satisfaction (RS) compared to MFBA-Log, MFBA-Lin 

and also earlier proposed protocols, at the cost of sacrificing Inter-Receiver Fairness 

(JRF) due to multicast- favoring mechanism that is implemented. The results also 

show the affect of r parameter on the Fairness and Receiver Satisfaction of MRBA 

protocol. 
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6 Summary and Conclusions 

The research in this dissertation is dedicated to Fair BW allocation in the internet 

among different unicast and multicast sessions. The MFBA-Log and MFBA-Lin 

protocols thereof are originated from Log-RD arid Lin-RD algorithms (24]. MRBA 

protocol is inspired by HOY lanes in the highways. 

We focused on the concept of Receiver Satisfaction. The three proposed protocols 

provide an iterative method to achieve higher level of Receiver Satisfaction at the 

cost of deviating from Max -Min fair BW allocation resulted from protocol of (2]. 

6.1 Conclusion 

In this dissertation, we studied BW allocation in the Internet. We discussed the 

fairness as well as Receiver Satisfaction as the criteria to evaluate performance of the 

protocols. Paying more attention to Receiver Satisfaction criterion in proposed 

protocols will provide the needed incentive for the Internet Service providers to use 

multicast enabled routers in their networks. 

We introduced MFBA-Lin and MFBA-Log protocols. In these two protocols 

allocated BW to each session in each link is proportional to the session's number of 

down stream receivers. MFBA-Log uses logarithmic proportion and MFBA-Lin uses 
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linear proportion. We also introduced the MRBA protocol. This protocol is inspired 

by High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV) Lanes in the highways. In this protocol we 

allocate part of the each link's BW to Multicast session, and divide the Remaining 

part of BW among different sessions. Simulation results show the effectiveness of 

these two protocols. 

We showed that all three protocols achieve higher level of Receiver Satisfaction due 

to favoring Multicast sessions over unicast sessions. This comes at the cost of 

deviating from Max-Min fair BW allocation. However, the protocols are designed 

such that this deviation is minimal. 

Simulation results show that MRBA protocol is more flexible and can adjust better to 

the requirement of the flows. We showed the affect of MO ratio on the performance 

of the MRBA protocol. Higher values of MO ratio will result higher Receiver 

Satisfaction, at the cost of higher deviation from Max-Min fair allocation, while lower 

values of MO ratio will still provide improvement in Receiver Satisfaction compared 

to earlier proposed protocols. 

Our extensive simulation results showed the effectiveness of proposed protocols 

compared to protocols proposed earlier [2] in achieving higher Receiver Satisfaction. 

Among the three proposed protocols, MRBA seems to provide more flexibility in 

adapting to the network needs. Through choice of MO ratio, MRBA can achieve 

higher Receiver Satisfaction or allow less deviation from Max-Min fair allocation. 

The higher the MO ratio, the higher the Receiver Satisfaction, but also the higher the 

deviation from Max-min fair BW allocation. 
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6.2 Future Work 

Here are some future works and research possibilities pertaining to this dissertation: 

1) Session priorities: In our model we did not consider session priorities. One 

improvement to the protocol is to consider session priorities and give higher 

weight to the higher priority sessions in BW allocation protocol. 

2) Discrete nature of layered multicast: The _current form of proposed protocols 

is concerned with rate allocation. The protocol may result in any feasible rate 
• 

between session's acceptable minimum and maximum. However, in practice, 

the sender is sending a number of layers. The protocol can be modified to 

provide layer allocation instead of rate allocation. In other words, protocol can 

decide how many layers should be allocated to each session instead of what 

rate should be allocated to each session. 

3) Link Overuse: The protocol can be modified such that it allows 5-10% link 

overuse in bottleneck links. Doing so will result in more efficient use of BW 

in other links. The drawback is possible increase in packet loss . Through 

running various simulation scenarios a compromise between the two can be 

achieved. 
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Appendix - Simulation Program 

Header file Netsim.h 

#ifndef InputNo 
#define InputNo "6v1" 
#end if 

#i fndef INFINITY 
#define INFINITY 100000000000000 
#endif 

#ifndef ARRIV ALRA TE 
#define ARRIV ALRA TE 5 
#end if 

#ifndefMAXSIM 
#define MAXSIM 100000 
#end if 

#ifndef MIN CAP 
#define MINCAP 5 
#endif 

#ifndefMAXCAP 
#define MAXCAP 17 
#endif 

#ifndefLINKTOBEEVALUATED 
#define LINKTOBEEVALUATED 5 
#end if 

#ifndef Max VSs 
#define Max VSs 120 
#end if 

#ifndef Max Sessions 
#define MaxSessions 50 
#endif 

#ifndef MaxLinks 
#define MaxLinks 200 
#endif 
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#ifndef MaxN odes 
#define MaxNodes 120 
#end if 

struct VirtualSessions { 
int NoOfLinks; 

} ; 

int VirtualSessionNumber; 
int SessionNumber; //Session that this Virtual session belongs to 
int Active;// Ifvirtual session is active this value is 1, otherwise 0 
int Saturated; I I 1 if Session is saturated, 0 otherwise 
int MSaturated; 
int Source; 
int Receiver; 
int *Path; 
double IsolatedRate; 

struct Sessions { 

} ; 

int SessionNumber; 
int NoOfLinks; 
int *VS; 
int *path; 
int Active; II If session is active this value is 1, otherwise 0 
int NumberOfVirtualSessions; 
int MSaturated; 
int Saturated; II 1 if Session is saturated, 0 otherwise 
float *pSessionLayerRates; 
int NumLayers; 

struct Linklnfo 
{ 

int NumberOfSessions; 
int NumberOfVSs; 
int LinkNumber; 
int index; 
int Node1; 
int Node2; 
float RemainingCapacity; 
float capacity; 
float MRcapacity; 
float Comcapacity; 
int *pLinkSessions; 
int *pLinkSessCount; 
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int *pLinkVSs; 
}; 

struct Sessions s, *pSessions; 
struct VirtualSessions vs, *pvs; 
struct Linklnfo Links, *pLinks; 

int TotalNoOfVSs; 
double *pRates, *pRRates, *ppRates, *ppRRates, *pppRates, *pppRRates, *Alpha; 
double *pvsRates, *pvsRRates, *Fairness, *ReceiverSatisfaction; 

II ppp is matrix of shares in each iteration for each session in each link. 
II pp is matrix of virtual sessions' rates in each link in its path in each iteration( 
Minimum in the path). 
II p is the matrix of total rates of each session in each link, by the end of the iteration. 

char OutS[40] , OutM[40] , OutML[40], OutR[20][40]; II,Sim0ut[40]; 
char txtOut[ 40],TOPOLOGY[ 40];11 
double MFairness,MLFairness,SFairness; 
double BeginTime,EndTime; 
int NumberOfNodes, NumberOfLinks, NumberOfSessions; 
int *pNodes; 

Main program Multicast.c 

extern struct Sessions s, *pSessions; 
extern struct VirtualSessions vs, *pvs; 
extern struct Linklnfo Links, *pLinks; 

int TotalNoOfVSs; 
extern double *pRates, *ppRates, *pppRates, *Alpha; 
extern double *pvsRates, *Fairness, *ReceiverSatisfaction; 
extern char OutS[ 40], OutM[ 40], OutML[ 40] , OutR[20][ 40];11,Sim0ut[ 40]; 
extern char txt0ut[40],TOPOLOGY[40] ; 
extern double MFairness,MLFairness,SFairness; 
extern double BeginTime,EndTime; 
extern int NumberOfNodes, NumberOfLinks, NumberOfSessions; 
extern int *pNodes; 
II Ill II I I I II I I Ill I I II II I II I I I I II I II II I I I I II I I I II I I I Ill 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
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#include <conio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "NetSim.h" 

void main() 
{ 

int i,j ,k,m,dd; 
clock_ t start, end; 
double elapsed; 

void readinputs(); 
void PrintOutput(); 
void ExtractLinklnfo (); 
void Simulator(); 
int getsession(int VS); 

readinputs(); 
ExtractLinklnfo (); 

for ( k=O; k<TotalNoOfVSs;k++) 
*(pvsRates+k)= 200000; 

for (i=O; i< TotalNoOfVSs;i++) 
for (j=O; j< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks ; j++) 
{ 

} 

k= *((pvs+i)->Path + j)-1; 
m=(pvs+i)->SessionNumber; 
if (*(pvsRates+k)>*(pRates+j *NumberOfLinks+m)) 

*(pvsRates+k)=*(pRates+j *NumberOfLinks+m) ; 

//IIIII/I This part changes the capacity of the link under study 
(LINK.TOBEEVALUATED) 
1////1/l and calculates the BW for different protocols. 

for ( k=MINCAP; k<=MAXCAP; k++) 
{ 

j= sprintf(OutM+ 14,"%dn.xls",k); 
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} 

j= sprintf(OutS+ 14,"%dn.xls",k); 
j= sprintf(OutML+ 15,"%dn.xls",k); 
for( dd=O;dd<20;dd++) 

j= sprintf(OutR[ dd]+ 15, "_ %dn _ %d.xls" ,k,dd); 
j= sprintf(txt0ut+8, "%dn.txt" ,k); 
(pLinks+2)->capacity =(float)k; 
(pLinks+6)->capacity =(float)k; 
(pLinks+ 1 0)->capacity =(float)k; 
printf("\n k= %d\t",k); 
start= clock(); 
Simulator(pNodes ); 
end = clock(); 
elapsed= ((double) (end- start)) I CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 
printf("Elapsed time in Simulator=:%f' , elapsed ); 

printf("\npress any key to continue.\n"); 
getch(); 

} //End of main 

///////lll/ll/!l/l/ll////ll///l//////////////////////////////////////////// 

void readinputs() 
{ 

int i, j; 
float t; 
FILE *Inptr, *TempPtr; 

strcpy(OutS,"OutputfileS"); 
strcpy(OutM, "OutputfileM"); 
strcpy(OutML,"OutputfileML"); 
for(j =O;j<20;j++) 
{ 

sprintf( OutRU], "OutputfileR %sn%d.xls" ,InputNo,j); 
} 
strcpy(TOPOLOGY,"topology"); 
strcat(TOPOLOGY,InputNo); 
strcat(TOPO LOGY,". txt"); 
strcat(OutS,InputNo ); 
strcat(OutS," .xis"); 
strcat(OutM,InputNo ); 
strcat(OutM," .xls"); 
strcat(OutML,InputNo ); 
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strcat(OutML, ".xls"); 
strcat(txtOut,InputNo ); 
strcat( txtOut,". txt"); 

ifHTempPtr = fopen("Results.xls","w"))==NULL) 
{ 

} 

printf("File Results.xls cannot be opened"); 
getch(); 
exit(5); 

fprintf(TempPtr,"Average Faimess\t\t\t\t\f Average Receiver Satisfaction\n"); 
fprintf(TempPtr,"Sarkar\tMFBA-LOG\tMfBA-LIN\tMRBA\t\tSarkar\tMFBA 

LOG\tMFBA-LIN\tMRBA\n"); ' 
fclose(TempPtr); 

if((Inptr = fopen(TOPOLOGY,"r"))==NULL) 
{ 

} 

printf("File cannot be opened"); 
getch(); 
exit(5); 

fscanf(Inptr, "%d %d ",&NumberOfNodes,&NumberOfLinks ); 
fscanf(Inptr, "%d", &NumberOfSessions ); 

pNodes = (int *) malloc(NumberOfNodes * sizeof(int)); 
pLinks= (struct Linklnfo *) malloc(NumberOfLinks* sizeof(struct 

Linklnfo)); 

TotalNoOfVSs=O; 
II Read session information: session Number, Number of layers, 
II layer rates,Source, receivers 

II Read Node Information 
for (i=O;i< NumberOfNodes;i++) 

fscanf(Inptr,"%d", (pNodes+i)); 

II Read links information: Link Number, Nodel and Node2, and Capacity 
for (i=O;i< NumberOfLinks;i++) 
{ 
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fscanf(Inptr,"%d %d %d %f',&((pLinks+i)
>LinkNumber),&( (pLinks+i)->Node 1 ), 

&((pLinks+i)->Node2),&((pLinks+i)->capacity)); 

} 

//Initialize the session variabales 
(pLinks+i)->NumberOfSessions =0; 
(pLinks+i)->NumberOfVSs = 0; 

pSessions = (struct Sessions*) malloc(MaxSessions * sizeof(struct 
Sessions)); 

pRates= (double*) malloc(MaxLinks*MaxSessions * sizeof(double)); 
ppRates =(double*) malloc(MaxLinks*MaxSessions * sizeof(double)); 
pppRates =(double*) malloc(MaxLinks*MaxSessions * sizeof(double)); 

pRRates =(double*) malloc(MaxLinks*MaxSessions * sizeof(double)); 
ppRRates =(double*) malloc(MaxLinks*MaxSessions * sizeof(double)); 
pppRRates =(double*) malloc(MaxLinks*MaxSessions * sizeof(double)); 

for ( j=O; j < NumberOfSessions ; j++) 
for (i=O; i< NumberOfLinks; i++) 

*(pRates+j *NumberOfLinks+i)=O; 

for (i=O ; i<NumberOfSessions ; i++ ) 
{ 

fscanf(Inptr,"%d %d", &((pSessions+i)-
>SessionNumber),&( (pSessions+i)->NumLayers) ); 

fscanf(Inptr, "%d", &( (pSessions+i)->NumberOfV irtualSessions) ); 
TotalNoOfVSs += ((pSessions+i)->NumberOfVirtualSessions) ; 
((pSessions+i)->VS) = (int *) malloc((pSessions+i)-

>NumberOfVirtualSessions * sizeof(int)); 
for (j=O;j<(pSessions+i)->NumberOfVirtualSessions ; j++) 

fscanf(Inptr,"%d", (((pSessions+i)->VS)+j)); 

(pSessions+i)->pSessionLayerRates = (float *) malloc((pSessions+i)
>NumLayers * sizeof(float)); 

for (j=O;j<(pSessions+i)->NumLayers;j++) 
fscanf(Inptr, "%f', ((pSessions+i)->pSessionLayerRates )+j); 

} 

pvsRates =(double*) malloc(TotalNoOfVSs * sizeof(double)); 
pvsRRates =(double*) malloc(TotalNoOfVSs * sizeof(double)); 
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Alpha= (double*) rnalloc(TotalNoOtVSs * sizeof(double)); 
II Read Virtual session path information 

pvs= (struct VirtualSessions *) rnalloc(TotalNoOtVSs * sizeof(struct 
VirtualSessions) ); 

for (i=O; i<TotalNoOtVSs; i++) 
{ 

fscanf(Inptr,"%d %d", &((pvs+i)->VirtualSessionNurnber), &((pvs+i)-
>SessionNurnber)); 

} 

fscanf(lnptr,"%d ", & (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks); 
(pvs+i)->Path = (int *) rnalloc(((pvs+i)->NoOfLinks) * sizeof(int)); 
fscanf(Inptr, "%d %d", &( (pvs+i )->Source), &( (pvs+i)-> Receiver)); 
for G=O; j< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks; j++) 

fscanf(Inptr,"%d", (((pvs+i}->Path) + j)); 

for (i=O; i<TotalNoOtVSs; i++) 
{ 

} 

fscanf(Inptr,"%f', &t); 
*(Alpha+i)=t; 

for ( i=O; i<NurnberOfSessions; i++) 
{ 

((pSessions+i)->path) = (int *) rnalloc((pSessions+i)
>NurnberOtVirtualSessions * sizeof(int)); 

} 
fclose(Inptr ); 

} II End of readinputs 

I II I II I I I I II I II I I I I I I II II II I I I I I II II I I I II II I II II I I Ill I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

void PrintOutput() 
{ 

I I I Print the results 
FILE *Outptr; 
int i,j, *p=NULL, *pp=NULL; 
if((Outptr = fopen(txtOut,"w"))==NULL) 

printf("File cannot be opened"); 
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fprintf(Outptr,"Number ofNodes = %d Number of Links= %d\n", 
NumberOfNodes, NumberOfLinks); 
fprintf(Outptr,"\n"); 

fprintf(Outptr,"Nodes = "); 
for (i=O;i<NumberOfNodes; i++) 

fprintf(Outptr," %d ", *(pNodes+i)); 
fprintf(Outptr,"\n"); 
for (i=O ; i<NumberOfSessions ; i++ ) 
{ 

for (j=O;j<(pSessions+i)->NumLayers;j++) 
fprintf(Outptr,"%.2f ", *(((pSessions+i)

>pSessionLayerRates )+j) ); 

} 

fprintf(Outptr, "\t"); 
for (j=O;j<(pSessions+i)->NumberONirtualSessions; j++) 

fprintf(Outptr,"%d ", *(((pSessions+i)->VS)+j)); 
fprintf(Outptr, "\n"); 

for (i=O; i<TotalNoONSs; i++) 
{ 

fprintf(Outptr,"%d %d ", ((pvs+i)->VirtualSessionNumber), ((pvs+i)
>SessionN umber)); 

fprintf(Outptr,"%d %d \t Path=", ((pvs+i)->Source), ((pvs+i)-
>Receiver)); 

} 

for (j=O; j < (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks; j++) 
fprintf(Outptr," %d", *((pvs+i)->Path + j)); 

fprintf(Outptr, "\n"); 

fprintf( Outptr, 
"******************************************************************\n 
"); 

fprintf(Outptr, " Link Informations \n ************ \n"); 
for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks; i++) 
{ 

II Link Number and its capacity 
fprintf(Outptr," No. = %d \tNodes = %d %d 

Capacity:%.2f\t%dVSs",(pLinks+i)->LinkNumber 
,(pLinks+i)->Node 1 ,(pLinks+i)->Node2,(pLinks+i)

>capacity,(pLinks+i)->NumberONSs ); 
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} 

fprintf(Outptr, " Virtual Sessions = "); 

II Virtual Sessions in the Link 
p=(pLinks+i)->pLinkVSs; 
for (j=O;j<(pLinks+i)-> NumberONSs;j++) 
{ 

fprintf(Outptr," %d ", *(p+j)); 
} 
fprintf(Outptr, "\n"); 

fprintf(Outptr, " Sessions = " ); 

I I Sessions in the Link 
p=(pLinks+i)->pLinkSessions; 
pp=(pLinks+i)->pLinkSessCount; 
for (j=O;j<(pLinks+i)-> NumberOfSessions;j++) 
{ 

fprintf(Outptr," \t%d %d \n\t", *(p+j), *(pp+j)); 
} 
fprintf(Outptr,"\n"); 

fprintf( Outptr, "\n -------------------------------------------------\n "); 

for ( j=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++) 
{ 

fprintf(Outptr,"\n"); 
for (i=O; i< NumberOfLinks ; i++) 

fprintf( Outptr,"\t %f', *(pRates+j*NumberOfLinks+i)); 
} 

fprintf(Outptr, 
''\n \n+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++\n''); 

for (i=O; i< TotalNoONSs;i++) 
fprintf( Outptr, "\t %f', *(pvsRates+i) ); 

fclose(Outptr); 
} II End ofPrintOutPut 

I I I II I II II I I I I II I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I II I I I I II II II I 

II Extract Link Inforrnatiom 
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void ExtractLinkinfo () 
{ 

inti, j, k, indexx, sessNo, *psess, kk,NoOfSess; 
int *p =NULL, *q=NULL, *r=NULL 

, *TmpPSession=NULL, *TemppSessionCount=NULL; 
psess = (int *) malloc(MaxSessions*MaxLinks * sizeof(int)) ; 

TmpPSession= (int *) malloc(MaxSessions * sizeof(int)); 
TemppSessionCount= (int *) malloc(MaxSessions * sizeof(int)); 

for (i=O ; i<MaxSessions*MaxLinks ; i++) 
*(psess+i)=O; 

for (i=O; i<Tota!NoOfVSs; i++) 
{ 

} 

for G=O; j< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks; j++) 
{ 

} 

k= *((pvs+i)->Path + j); //Link Number 
((pLinks+k-1)->NumberOfVSs)++; 

for (i=O; i<NumberOfLinks; i++) 
{ 

sizeof(int)); 

} 

(pLinks+i)->pLinkVSs = (int *) malloc((pLinks+i)->NumberOfVSs * 

(pLinks+i)->index = 0; 
(pLinks+i)->NumberOfSessions =0; 

for (i=O; i<Tota!NoOfVSs; i++) 
{ 

} 

for G=O; j< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks ; j++) 
{ 

} 

k= *((pvs+i)->Path + j)-1; //Link Number 
p=(pLinks+k)->pLinkVSs; 
indexx=( (p Links+k )->index)++; 
*(p+indexx )= (pvs+i)-> Virtua!SessionNumber; 
sessNo=(pvs+i)->SessionNumber-1 ; 
*(psess+k+NumberOfLinks*sessNo )= 1; 
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for ( i=O;i<NumberOfLinks;i++) 
{ 

int found ; 
NoOfSess = 0; 
for (k=O;k<(pLinks+i )-> NumberOfVSs;k++) 
{ 

} 

found =0; 
sessNo=getsession(*(((pLinks+i)->pLinkVSs)+k)); 
for (kk=O;kk<NoOfSess;kk++) 
{ 

} 

if(*(TmpPSession+kk) == sessNo) 
{ 

} 

(*(TemppSe&sionCount+kk) )++; 
found= l; 

if( found == 0) 
{ 

} 

*(TmpPSession+NoOfSess) = sessNo; 
*(TemppSessionCount+NoOfSess) = 1; 
NoOfSess++; 

(pLinks+i)->NumberOfSessions = NoOfSess; 
(pLinks+i)->pLinkSessions=(int *) malloc((pLinks+i)

>NumberOfSessions * sizeof(int)); 
(pLinks+i)->pLinkSessCount=(int *) malloc((pLinks+i)

>NumberOfSessions * sizeof(int)); 
for (k=O;k<NoOfSess;k++) 
{ 

*(((pLinks+i)->pLinkSessions)+k)= *(TmpPSession+k); 
*(((pLinks+i)->pLinkSessCount)+k)= 

*(TemppSessionCount+k); 
} 

} 
} 

l/lllllll/ll/lllll/lll/lllllllllll/1/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/llll/l 

long double expdist (long double mean) { 

long double r = rand(); 

Ill 



r /= (long) RAND_ MAX; 

return -mean * log(r); 

} 

I Ill I II I II Ill I I II II Ill I II I I I II Ill II I I I I I II I I I Ill I II I II I II I I Ill I I I II I I II II I II I II I II II I 

void Simulator(int *pNodes) 
{ 

FILE *Outptr2, *Outptr3, *Outptr4, *Outptr5[40];//, *Outptrl; 
double Sum, ff; ' 
int T,N,f,ii; 
long x, Time; 
long *eventlist, *SortedEventList, *SessionList; 
int i,j, k=O, size, kk; 
void SortEvents (long* AI, long* A2, int k);//, FILE *Outptrl); 
void Sarkar(FILE *Outptr3,int *pNodes); 
void MFBA(FILE *Outptr2,int *pNodes); 
double Find_IsolatedRate(int vsNo); 
void MFBALin(FILE *Outptr4,int *pNodes); 
void MRBA(FILE *Outptr5, int *pNodes, double Reservepercent); 
void PrintOutput(int *pNodes); 
void cleanOutput ();//char *OutM,char *OutS,char *OutML);//,char **OutR); 
char nm[20]="TempR"; 

if((Outptr2 = fopen("TempM.txt","w"))==NULL) 
printf("File cannot be opened"); 

if((Outptr3 = fopen("TempS.txt","w"))==NULL) 
printf("File cannot be opened"); 

if((Outptr4 = fopen("TempML.txt","w"))==NULL) 
printf("File cannot be opened"); 

for(f=O;f<20;f++) 
{ 

} 

sprintf(nm,"TempR%d.txt",f); 
if((Outptr5[f] = fopen(nm,"w"))==NULL) 

printf("File cannot be opened"); 
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srand( (unsigned)time( NULL)); 
x=(long)floor(O.S+ expdist(ARRIV ALRATE)) ; 
eventlist =(long*) malloc((MAXSIM+ 15)*3*MaxSessions* sizeof(long)); 
SortedEventList = (long*) malloc(6*(MAXSIM+ 15)*MaxSessions* 

sizeof(long)); 

); 

SessionList = (long*) malloc( MaxSessions * sizeof(long)); 
for (j=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++) 

((pSessions+j)->Active) =0; 
*( eventlist)=(long)floor(O.S + expdist(ARRIV ALRA TE)); 
*(eventlist+ 1)=*(eventlist)+(long)floor(0.5+ expdist(ARRIV ALRATE)); 

for ( j=O; j< NumberOfSessions ; j++) 
{ ' • 

*( eventlist+k)=(long)ceil( expdist(ARRIV ALRA TE)); 

*( eventlist+k+ 1 )=(*( eventlist+k))+(long)ceil( expdist(ARRIV ALRA TE)); 
*( eventlist+k+2)= (long)j; 

} 

*( eventlist+k+ 3 )=(long)floor(O .S+expdist( ARRIV ALRA TE) ); 
k+=3; 

for (i=3 ;i<MAXSIM;i++) 
{ 

for ( j=O; j< NumberOfSessions ; j++) 
{ 

*( eventlist+k)=*( eventlist+k-
3*NumberOfSessions+ 1 )+(long)floor(O.S+expdist(ARRIV ALRA TE)); 

*( eventlist+k+ 1 )=(*( eventlist+k))+(long)ceil( expdist(ARRIV ALRA TE)); 
*( eventlist+k+2)= (long)j; 

*( eventlist+k+ 3)=(*( eventlist+k))+(long)floor(0.5+expdist(ARRIV ALRA TE) 

k+=3; 
} 

} 

SortEvents( eventlist,SortedEventList, k/3 );//,Outptr1 ); 
size =0; 
for ( kk=O; kk<NumberOfSessions; kk++) 
{ 

(pSessions+kk)->Active = 0; 
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*(SessionList+kk)=-1; 
} 

Fairness =(double*) malloc(((int)(MAXSIM/3)+15) * sizeof(double)); 
ReceiverSatisfaction =(double*) malloc(((int)(MAXSIM/3)+ 15) * 

sizeof(double)); 

for (i=O;i<MAXSIM;i+=3) 
{ 

Time = *(SortedEventList+i); 
:tprintf(Outptr2, "%ld\t", Time); 
:tprintf(Outptr3, "%ld\t", Time); 
:tprintf(Outptr4, "%ld\t", Time); 
for(f=O;f<20;f++) 

:tprintf(Outptr5[f], "%ld\t", Time); 
if( *(SortedEventList+i+ 2)==0) 
{ 

} 
else 
{ 

} 

*(SessionList+size )=*(SortedEventList+i+ 1 ); 
T=*(SessionList+size ); 
(pSessions+T)->Active = 1; 
size++; 

for ( kk=O ; kk<size ; kk++) 
if(*(SessionList+kk)==*(SortedEventList+i+ 1 )) 

break; 

T= *(SortedEventList+i+ 1 ); 

(pSessions+T)->Active = 0; 
while (kk<size) 
{ 

} 

*(SessionList+kk)=*(SessionList+kk+ 1 ); 
kk++; 

*(SessionList+NumberOfSessions-1 )=-1; 
SIZe--; 

for ( k=O; k<TotalNoOfVSs; k++) 
{ 
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I* 

} 

if ( (pSessions+getsession(k+ 1 )-1 )->Active== 1) 
(pvs+k)->IsolatedRate=Find_IsolatedRate(k); 

for U=O;j<size;j++) 
fprintf(Outptrl, 11 %d \t11 ,*(SessionList+j)+1 ); 

fprintf(Outptrl, 11\nActive Sessions: \t 11 );*1 

II *************************** Beginning MFBA Protocol's Calculations 
*************************** 

I* for U=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++): 
fprintf(Outptrl, 11 %d \t11 ,(pSessions+j)->Active ); 

fprintf(Outptrl, 11 \n11);*/ 

MFBA(Outptr2,pNodes) ; 

*(Fairness+i/3 )=* (ReceiverSatisfaction+il3) =0; 
N=O; 
Sum=O; 

for ( k=O; k<TotalNoOfVSs; k++) 
{ 

} 

if ( (pSessions+getsession(k+ 1 )-1 )->Active == 1) 
{ 

} 

Sum+= *(Alpha+k); 
ff = ( (* (pvsRates+k) )I (pvs+k )->I so latedRate); 
if(ff>1) 

ff= llff; 
*(Fairness+il3) += *(Alpha+k) * ff; 
*(ReceiverSatisfaction+il3) += (*(pvsRates+k)) ; 

if( Sum! =O) 
*(Fairness+il3) I= Sum; 

else 
*(Fairness+il3) = 1; 

fprintf( Outptr2, 11 %t\t 
%f\n 11

, * (F airness+il3), *(ReceiverS atisfacti on+il3) ); 
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II*************************** Beginning MRBA Protocol's Calculations 
*************************** 

I* for (j=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++) 
fprintf(Outptr 1, " %d \t" ,(pSessions+j)-> Active ); 

fprintf(Outptr1, "\n");*l 

for(f=O;f<20;f++) 
{ 

MRBA(Outptr5[f],pNodes, :0.03*(f+ 1 )); 

* (F ai mess+il3 )=* (Recei verSatisfaction+il3) =0; 
N=O; 
Sum=O; 
for ( k=O; k<TotalNoOfVSs; k++) 
{ 

} 

if ( (pSessions+getsession(k+ 1 )-1 )->Active== 1) 
{ 

} 

Sum += *(Alpha+k); 
ff = ( (*(pvsRates+k))l(pvs+k)-> IsolatedRate ); 
if(f£>1) 

ff= llff; 
*(Faimess+il3) += *(Alpha+k) * ff; 
*(ReceiverSatisfaction+il3) += (*(pvsRates+k)) 

if( Sum!=O) 
*(Faimess+i/3) I= Sum; 

else 
*(Faimess+il3) = 1; 

fprintf(Outptr5[ f], "%f\t 
%f\n", *(Faimess+il3), *(ReceiverSatisfaction+il3 )); 

} 
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II*************************** Beginning MFBALin Protocol's Calculations 
*************************** 

/*for (j=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++) 
tprintf(Outptrl, "%d \t",(pSessions+j)->Active ); 

tprintf(Outptrl, "\n");*/ 

MFBALin(Outptr4,pNodes); 

*(F aimess+i/3 )=*(ReceiverS atisfaction+i/3) =0; 
N=O; 
Sum=O; 
for ( k=O; k<TotalNoOfVSs; k++) , 
{ . 

} 

if ( (pSessions+getsession(k+ 1 )-1 )->Active == 1) 
{ 

} 

Sum+= *(Alpha+k); 
ff = ( (* (pvsRates+k) )/ (pvs+k )->I so latedRate); 
if(ff>l) 

ff=1/ff; 
*(Faimess+i/3) += *(Alpha+k) * ff; 
*(ReceiverSatisfaction+i/3) += *(pvsRates+k) ; 

if( Sum!=O) 
*(Faimess+i/3) /= Sum; 

else 
*(Faimess+i/3) = 1; 

tprintf(Outptr4,"%f\t 
%f\n", *(Faimess+i/3), *(ReceiverSatisfaction+i/3) ); 

II *************************** Beginning Sarkar Protocol's Calculations 
*************************** 

/*for (j=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++) 
tprintf(Outptrl," %d \t",(pSessions+j)->Active ); 

fprintf(Outptr1, "\n");*/ 

Sarkar(Outptr3,pNodes); 

*(Faimess+i/3)=*(ReceiverSatisfaction+i/3) =0; 
N=O; 
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Sum=O; 
for ( k=O; k<TotalNoOfVSs; k++) 
{ 

} 

if ( (pSessions+getsession(k+ 1 )-1 )->Active == 1) 
{ 

} 

Sum += *(Alpha+k); 
ff= ((*(pvsRates+k))l(pvs+k)->IsolatedRate); 
if(ff>1) 

ff=l/ff; 
*(Faimess+il3) += *(Alpha+k) * ff; 
*(ReceiverSatisfaction+il3) += *(pvsRates+k) ; 

if( Sum!=O) 
*(Faimess+il3) I= Sum; 

else 
*(Faimess+il3) = 1; 

fprintf(Outptr3,"%t\t 
%f\n", * (F aimess+il3 ), *(Recei verSatisfaction+il3)); 

} 

} 

fclose(Outptr2); 
fclose(Outptr3); 
fclose( Outptr4); 

for( f=O;f<20;f++) 
fclose(Outptr5[fJ); 

cleanOutput ();/IOutM,OutS,OutML);/I,OutR); 

free (SessionList); 
free( eventlist); 
free(SortedEventList); 

I I II I II I I I II /II I II I I I I II II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I /II I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

void SortEvents (long *eventlist, long *SortedEventList, int k)II,FILE *Outptrl) 
{ 

void insert ( long a, long b, long c, int size,long *B); 
int i,size=O; 
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for ( i=O;i<k/3;i++) 
{ 

} 

insert(* ( eventlist+i * 3 ), * (event! ist+i * 3+ 2 ), O,size, SortedEventList); 
size+=3; 
insert(*( eventlist+i *3+ 1 ), *( eventlist+i*3+2), 1 ,size,SortedEventList); 
size+=3; 

I* fprintf(Outptrl, "\n ----------- 1 \n"); 
for ( j=O; j< MAXSIM ; j+=3) 
{ 

fprintf(Outptrl," %d %d %d\n", *(SortedEventList+j), 
*(SortedEventList+j+ 1 ), *(SortedEventList+j+2)); 

} *I 
} 
I I I II I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I II I I II I I II I I I I II I I I II I I I I I I I I I 
void insert ( long a, long b, long c, int size,long *B) 
{ 

} 

int i,k=O; 
for (i=size;*(B+i-3) > a ; i-=3) 
{ 

} 

*(B+i+2)=*(B+i-1); 
*(B+i+ 1 )=*(B+i-2); 
*(B+i)=*(B+i-3); 

*(B+i)=a; 
*(B+i+ 1 )=b; 
*(B+i+2)=c; 

I I I I I II I I II II I /II I II I I II II I II Ill I I I I I I I I Ill I I I II I I I II I II I I I I II I I I I I I I II II I I I I II /II I I I I II I I I II I 
double Find_IsolatedRate(int vsNo) 
{ 

int *VSPath, *sessionLinkActivity, *p; 
int link, sess, i,ii , k, j, sum, session, counter, kk, tt, Ended, exitpoint; 
double share; 
sessionLinkActivity =(int *) malloc(NumberOfLinks*sizeof(int)); 
sess=getsession(vsNo+ 1 )-1 ; 
for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks;i++) 

* ( sessionLinkActi vity+i )=0; 
for( i =O;i <(pSessions+sess )-> NumberON irtualSessions;i++) 
{ 
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} 

tt= *(((pSessions+sess)->VS)+i)-1; 
for(j =O;j<(pvs+tt)->NoOfLinks;j++) 
{ 

} 

link=*(((pvs+tt)->Path)+j)-1 ; 
*(sessionLinkActivity+link)= -1 ; 

for (j=O;j<(pvs+vsNo )->NoOfLinks;j++) 
{ 

} 

link=*(((pvs+vsNo )->Path)+j)-1; 
*(sessionLinkActivity+link)= 1; • 

for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks; i++) 
for (j=O;j <NumberOfSessions;j++) 

*(pRates+j*NumberOfLinks+i) = 0; 

for (j=O;j<NumberOfLinks;j++) 
{ 

(pLinks+j)->RemainingCapacity= (pLinks+j)->capacity; 
} 

for ( i=O; i<TotalNoONSs; i++) 
(pvs+i)->Saturated = 0 ; 

for( i=O;i<NumberOfSessions;i++) 
(pSessions+i)->Saturated = 0 ; 

counter=O; 
do 
{ 

sessiOns 

counter++ ; 
I /Calculate Shares 
for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks; i++) 

for (j=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++) 
*(pppRates+j*NumberOfLinks+i) = INFINITY; 

for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks; i++) 
{ 

sum=O; 
p=(pLinks+i)->pLinkSessions; //pis pointer to vector of 

II pp is pointer to vector of Number of virtual sessions in each session 
I /pp=(pLinks+i)->p LinkSessCount; 
for (j=O;j <(pLinks+i)->NumberOfSessions;j++) 
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{ 
session = *(p+j)-1; 

if ( ((sess!=session)&&( (pSessions+session)->Active 
=1) && ((pSessions+session)->Saturated == 0)) 

l/((sess==session)&&(*(sessionLinkActivity+link)== 1))) 
sum++; 

} 

for (j=O;j<(pLinks+i)->NumberOfSessions;j++) 
{ 

session = *(p+j)-1; : 
if ( ((sess!=session)&&( (pSessions+session)->Active 

== 1) && ( (pSessions+session)->Saturated == 0)) 

share; 

) 

ll((sess==session)&&(*(sessionLinkActivity+link)=1))) 
{ 

share= ((pLinks+i)->RemainingCapacity) /sum 

*(pppRates+i *NumberOfSessions+session) = 

} 
} 

} 

for (j=O;j<NumberOfLinks;j++) 
for (i=O;i<NumberOfSessions;i++) 

if (*(pppRates+j *NumberOfSessions+i) == INFINITY 

*(pppRates+j*NumberOfSessions+i) = 0; 
for ( i=O; i<TotalNoONSs; i++) 
{ 

j=getsession(i+ 1 ); 
VSPath=(pvs+i)->Path; 
*(pvsRates+i) =INFINITY; 

for (k=O; k< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks; k++) 
{ 

*(pvsRates+i) = ( 
*(pvsRates+i)<*(pppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-1 )*NumberOfSessions+j-1 )? 
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(* (pvsRates+i)): (* (pppRates+(*(VSPath+k )-
1 )*NumberOfSessions+j-1 ))); 

} 
} 
I I Calculate Remaining Bandwidths 
for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks; k++) 

for ( ii=O;ii<NumberOfSessions;ii++) 
*(ppRates + k*NumberOfSessions+ii)=O; 

for ( i=O; i<TotalNoONSs; i++) 
{ 

j=getsession(i+ 1 )-1; 
VSPath=(pvs+i)->Path; 

for (k=O; k< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks ; k++) 
{ 

*(ppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-1 )*NumberOfSessions+j) = 
(*(ppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-

1 )*NumberOfSessions+j )>*(pvsRates+i) )? 
*(ppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-

1)*NumberOfSessions+j):*(pvsRates+i); 

} 
} 
for (j=O;j<NumberOfLinks;j++) 
{ 

for (i=O;i<NumberOfSessions;i++) 
{ 

*(pRates+j*NumberOfSessions+i) += 
*(ppRates+j *NumberOfSessions+i); 

} 
} 
for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks; k++) 
{ 

for ( tt=O; tt<NumberOfSessions ; tt++) 
{ 

(pLinks+k)->RemainingCapacity -= 
*(ppRates+k*NumberOfSessions+tt); 

} 
} 
Ended = 1; 
for ( i=O; i<TotalNoONSs; i++) 
{ 

j=getsession(i+ 1 )-1; 
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VSPath=(pvs+i )->Path; 

for (k=O; k<(pvs+i)->NoOfLinks; k++) 
{ 

if( fabs( (pLinks+(*(VSPath+k)-1) )
>RemainingCapacity) < 0.001 ) 

(pvs+i)->Saturated = 1 ; 
} 

} 

if ( (pvs+vsNo )->Saturated == 1) 
{ 

} 

exitpoint=1; 
break; 

for( i=O;i<NumberOfSessions;i++) 
(pSessions+i)->Saturated = 1 ; 

for ( i=O; i<TotalNoONSs; i++) 
{ 

} 

j=getsession(i+ 1 )-1; 
if(((pvs+i)->Saturated == 0)) 

(pSessions+j)->Saturated = 0; 

for ( kk=O; kk<NumberOfSessions; kk++) 
if ((pSessions+sess)->Saturated == 0) 

Ended=O; 

if(Ended == 1 II counter== 10) 
{ 

} 

}while(1); 

exitpoint=2; 
break; 

free (sessionLinkActivity); 

/* printf ("\n\n ppRates:\n"); 
for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks ; k++) 

for ( ii=O;ii<NumberOfSessions;ii++) 
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printf(11%f 11
, *(ppRates + k*NumberOfSessions+ii)); 

printf (11 \n\n pRates:\n11
); 

for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks; k++) 
for ( ii=O;ii<NumberOfSessions;ii++) 

printf(11%f 11
, *(pRates + k*NumberOfSessions+ii) ); 

printf (11\n\n pppRates:\n11
); 

for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks ; k++) 
for ( ii=O;ii<NumberOfSessions;ii++) 

printf(11%f 11 ,*(pppRates + k*NumberOfSessions+ii)); 

printf (11 \n\n Remaining Capacity: \nil) ; 
for (j=O;j<NumberOfLinks;j++) 

printf(11%f 11 ,(pLinks+j)-> Remai~ingCapacity); 

if ( *(pvsRates+vsNo )==0) 
{ 

getch(); 
Find_ IsolatedRate( vsNo ); 

} */ 

4 

return ( *(pvsRates+vsNo) ); 
} //End of Find Isolated Rate 

/* 
double Find IsolatedRate(int vsNo) 
{ 

int *VSPath, *sessionLinkActivity, *p; 
int link, sess, i,ii, k, j, sum, session, counter, kk, tt, Ended; 
double share, isolatedrate; 

kk=(pSessions+getsession(vsNo )-1 )->Active; 
sess=getsession(vsNo+ 1 )-1; 

printf(11\nvs=%d\tsess=%d 11 ,vsNo+ 1 ,sess+ 1 ); 
sessionLinkActivity =malloc(NumberOfLinks*sizeof(int)); 
for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks;i++) 

*(sessionLinkActivity+i)=O; 
for(i= 1 ;i<=(pSessions+sess )->NumberOfVirtualSessions;i++) 
{ 

for(j =O;j<(pvs+i)->NoOfLinks;j++) 
{ 

link=*(((pvs+i)->Path)+j)-1; 
*(sessionLinkActivity+link)= -1; 
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} 
} 

for(j=O;j <(pvs+vsN o )->NoOfLinks;j++) 
{ 

} 

link=* ( ( (pvs+vsN o )->Path )+j)-1; 
*(sessionLinkActivity+link)= 1; 

/* printf("\n"); 
for(j=O;j <NumberOfLinks;j++) 

printf("%d\t", *( sessionLinkActi vi ty+j) ); 
printf("\n \n ");*I 

/* for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks; i++) 

do 
{ 

for (j=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++) 
*(pRates+j*NumberOfLinks+i) = 0; 

for (j=O;j<NumberOfLinks;j++) 
{ 

(pLinks+j)->RemainingCapacity= (pLinks+j)->capacity; 
} 

for ( i=O; i<TotalNoOfVSs; i++) 
(pvs+i)->Saturated = 0 ; 

for( i=O;i<NumberOfSessions;i++) 
(pSessions+i)->Saturated = 0 ; 

counter=O; 

counter++ ; 
I /Calculate Shares 

for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks; i++) 
for (j=O;j<NumberOfSessions;j++) 

*(pppRates+j*NumberOfLinks+i) = INFINITY; 
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for (i=O;i<NumberOfLinks; i++) 
{ 

sum=O; 
p=(pLinks+i)->pLinkSessions; //p is pointer to vector of sessions 
II pp is pointer to vector ofNumber of virtual sessions in each session 
//pp=(pLinks+i )->pLinkSessCount; 
for (j=O;j<(pLinks+i)->NumberOfSessions;j++) 
{ 

session = *(p+j)-1; 

if( ((sess! =session)&&( (pSessions+session)->Active ==1) 
&& ((pSessions+session)->Saturated == 0)) 

II ( ( sess==session )&&(*( sessi onLinkActi vi ty+ 1 ink)== 1))) 
sum ++; 

} 

for (j=O;j<(pLinks+i)->NumberOfSessions;j++) 
{ 

session = *(p+j)-1; 

if( ((sess! =session)&&( (pSessions+session)->Active ==1) 
&& ((pSessions+session)->Saturated = 0)) 

ll((sess==session)&&(*(sessionLinkActivity+link)==1))) 
{ 

} 

} 

} 

share= ((pLinks+i)->RemainingCapacity) /sum; 
*(pppRates+i*NumberOfSessions+session) = share; 

for (j=O;j<NumberOfLinks;j++) 
for (i=O;i<NumberOfSessions;i++) 

if (*(pppRates+j*NumberOfSessions+i) == INFINITY) 
*(pppRates+j*NumberOfSessions+i) = 0; 

for ( i=O; i<Tota!NoONSs; i++) 
{ 

j=getsession(i+ 1 ); 
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VSPath=(pvs+i)->Path; 
*(pvsRates+i) =INFINITY; 

for (k=O; k< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks; k++) 
{ 

*(pvsRates+i) = (*(pvsRates+i)<*(pppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-
1 )*NumberOfSessions+j-1 )? 

(*(pvsRates+i)):(*(pppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-
1 )*NumberOfSessions+j-1 ))); 

} 

} 

II Calculate Remaining Bandwidths 
for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks ; k++) 

for ( ii=O;ii<NumberOfSessions;ii++) 
*(ppRates + k*NumberOfSessions+ii)=O; 

for ( i=O; i<TotalNoOfVSs; i++) 
{ 

j =getsessi on( i + 1 )-1 ; 
VSPath=(pvs+i )->Path; 

for (k=O; k< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks; k++) 
{ 

*(ppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-1 )*NumberOfSessions+j) = 
(*(ppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-

1 )*N umberOfSessions+j)>*(pvsRates+i))? 
*(ppRates+(*(VSPath+k)-

1 )*NumberOfSessions+j): *(pvsRates+i); 

} 

} 
for (j=O;j<NumberOfLinks;j++) 
{ 

for (i=O;i<NumberOfSessions;i++) 
{ 

*(pRates+j *NumberOfSessions+i) 
*(ppRates+j*NumberOfSessions+i); 

} 
} 
for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks; k++) 
{ 
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for ( tt=O; tt<NumberOfSessions ; tt++) 
{ 

(pLinks+k)->RemainingCapacity
* (ppRates+k*N umberOfSessions+tt); 

0.001 ) 

} 
} 
Ended =1; 
for ( i=O; i<TotalNoOfVSs; i++) 
{ 

} 

j=getsession(i+ 1 )-1; 
VSPath=(pvs+i)->Path; 

for (k=O; k<(pvs+i)->NoOfLinks; kj++) 
{ . 

if( fabs( (pLinks+(*(VSPath+k)-1) )->RemainingCapacity) < 

(pvs+i)->Saturated = 1 ; 
} 

for( i=O;i<NumberOfSessions;i++) 
(pSessions+i)->Saturated = 1 ; 

for ( i=O; i<TotalNoOfVSs; i++) 
{ 

} 

j=getsession(i+ 1 )-1; 
if(((pvs+i)->Saturated == 0)) 

(pSessions+j)->Saturated = 0; 

if ((pSessions+sess)->Saturated == 0) 
{ 

Ended=O; 
} 

if (Ended == 1 II counter == 1 0) 
break; 

} while(1); 

isolatedrate=*(pvsRates+vsNo ); 
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if ( isolatedrate = 0) 
{ 

} 

printf("\nlsolated rate ofVirtual session %d = 0", k+l ); 
printf("\n Session Activitiy= %d\n", (pSessions+getsession(k)-1)->Active); 
for (ii=O;ii<TotalNoOfVSs;ii++) 

printf("%f\t", *(pvsRates+ii) ); 

printf("\n\n\n\n"); 
for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks ; k++) 

for ( ii=O;ii<NumberOfSessions;ii++) 
printf("%f\t", *(ppRates + k*Null?-berOfSessions+ii)); 

printf("\n\n\n\n"); 
for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks ; k++) 

for ( ii=O;ii<NumberOfSessions;ii++) 
printf("%f\t", *(pRates + k*NumberOfSessions+ii)); 

printf("\n \n \n \n "); 
for (k=O; k< NumberOfLinks ; k++) 

for ( ii=O;ii<NumberOfSessions;ii++) 
printf("%f\t", *(pppRates + k*NumberOfSessions+ii)); 

getch(); 
Find _IsolatedRate(vsNo ); 

return isolatedrate; 

} 

II Old version only the minimum of capacity of the path of session 
/*void Find_IsolatedRate (void) 
{ 

int i,j ,k, *VSPath; 
for ( i=O; i<TotalNoOfVSs; i++) 
{ 

(pvs+i)->IsolatedRate = INFINITY; 
j=getsession(i+ 1 ); 
VSPath=(pvs+i)->Path; 
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for (k=O; k< (pvs+i)->NoOfLinks ; k++) 
{ 

(pvs+i)->IsolatedRate = ( (pLinks+(*(VSPath+k))-1 )->capacity 
> (pvs+i)->IsolatedRate)? 

(pvs+i)-> IsolatedRate:(pLinks+(*(VSPath+k))-1 )->capacity ; 

} 
} 

} */ 
I I I I I I I I I /II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I II I Ill I II I I II I I I I I Ill I II I I II I I I II //Ill II I II II II I I I II I I II I I I I I II 

void cleanOutput ()//char* OutM,char *OutS,char *OutML)//,char **OutR) 
{ . 

FILE *tmp 1, *tmp2, *tmp3, *tmp4[20], *Out1 , *Out2, *Out3 , *Out4[20], *ResPtr; 
int f,j ,a;l/, result; 
char nm[20] ;//, t[20]; 
static int ResCounter=O; 
long Time,OldTime,StartTime;//,EndTime; 
double SumFairness,SumRS,* AveFairness,* AveRS; 
double F,RS;//*rates, 

II extern char **OutR; 
//rates = (double*) malloc(TotalNoOfVSs * sizeof(double)); 
AveFairness =(double*) malloc(50*(MAXCAP-MINCAP+1) * 

sizeof(double)) ; 
AveRS = (double*) malloc(SO*(MAXCAP-MINCAP+ 1) * sizeof(double)); 

if((tmpl = fopen("TempS.txt" ,"r"))==NULL) 
printf("File TempS cannot be opened"); 

if((tmp2 = fopen("TempM.txt","r"))==NULL) 
printf("File TempM cannot be opened"); 

if((tmp3 = fopen("TempML.txt","r"))==NULL) 
printf("File TempML cannot be opened"); 

for(f=O;f<20;f++) 
{ 

sprintf(nm,"TempR%d.txt",f); 
if((tmp4[f] = fopen(nm,"r"))==NULL) 
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printf("File %s cannot be opened'',nm); 
} 

if((Outl = fopen(OutS,"w"))=NULL) 
printf("File OutS cannot be opened"); 

if((Out2 = fopen(OutM,"w"))==NULL) 
printf("File OutM cannot be opened") ; 

if((Out3 = fopen(OutML,"w"))==NULL) 
printf("File OutML cannot be opened"); 

for(f=O;f<20;f++) 
{ 

sprintf(nm, "OutpR %d. txt" ,f); 
if((Out4[f] = fopen(OutR[f],"w"))==NULL) 

printf("File %s cannot be opened",nm); 
} 

if((ResPtr = fopen("Results.xls" ,"a+"))==NULL) 
printf("File Results cannot be opened") ; 

fscanf(tmp1," %ld",&OldTime); 
II for ( i=O;i<TotalNoOfVSs;i++) 
II fscanf(tmp 1 ,"%1f",(rates+i)); 

fscanf(tmp1,"%lf%lf',&F,&RS); 

j=O; 
//while (!EOF) 
//for ( j=O;j<1 O;j++) 
SumFaimess=O; 
SumRS=O; 
while (1) 
{ 

j++; 
a=fscanf(tmp 1, "%ld" ,&Time); 
if( a== EO F) 

break; 
if(j==1) 

StartTime=Time; 
if(OldTime !=Time) 
{ 

fprintf(Out 1, "%ld\t" ,OldTime ); 
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II 
II 

II 
II 

} 

} 

for ( i=O;i<TotalNoOfVSs;i++) 
fprintf(Out 1, "%lf\t", *(rates+i)); 

fprintf(Outl,"%lf\t %lf\n",F,RS); 
SumFaimess+=F*(Time-OldTime); 
SumRS+=RS *(Time-OldTime ); 

OldTime=Time; 

for ( i=O;i<TotalNoOfVSs;i++) 
fscanf(tmp1,"%lf',(rates+i)); 

fscanf( tmp 1, "%lf %lf' ,&F ,&RS); 

*(A veF aimess+ ResCounter )=SumF aimessi(Time-S tart Time); 
*(A veRS+(ResCounter++) )=SumRSI(Time-StartTime ); 

fscanf(tmp2,"%ld",&OldTime); 
II for ( i=O;i<TotalNoOfVSs;i++) 
II fscanf(tmp2,"%lf',(rates+i)); 

II 
II 

fscanf( tmp2, "%lf %lf' ,&F ,&RS); 

j=O; 
SumFaimess=O; 
SumRS=O; 
while (1) 
{ 

j++; 
a=fscanf(tmp2, "%ld" ,&Time); 
if( a== EO F) 

break; 

ifU==1) 
StartTime=Time; 

if(OldTime !=Time) 
{ 

} 

fprintf(Out2,"%ld\t",OldTime); 
for ( i=O;i<TotalNoOfVSs;i++) 

fprintf( Out2, "%lf\t", * ( rates+i)); 
fprintf(Out2, "%lf\t %lf\n" ,F,RS); 
SumFaimess+=F*(Time-OldTime); 
SumRS+=RS*(Time-OldTime); 
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II 
II 

} 

OldTime=Time; 

for ( i=O;i<TotalNoONSs;i++) 
fscanf(tmp2,"%lf',(rates+i)); 

fscanf(tmp2,"%lf%lf',&F,&RS); 

* (A veF aimess+ ResCoun ter )=S umF ai mess/ (Time-StartTime); 
*(A veRS+(ResCounter++) )=SumRS/(Time-StartTime ); 

fscanf(tmp3, "%ld" ,&OldTime ); 
II for ( i=O;i<TotalNoONSs;i++) 
II fscanf(tmp3, "%If' ,(rates+i) ); 

II 
II 

II 
II 

fscanf(tmp3,"%lf%lf',&F,&RS); 

j=O; 
SumFaimess=O; 
SumRS=O; 

while (1) 
{ 

j++; 
a=fscanf( tmp3, "%ld" ,&Time); 
if( a== EO F) 

break; 
if(j=l) 

StartTime=Time; 
if(OldTime !=Time) 
{ 

} 

fprintf(Out3, "%ld\t", Old Time); 
for ( i=O;i<TotalNoONSs;i++) 

fprintf(Out3,"%lf\t", *(rates+i)); 
fprintf(Out3,"%lf\t %lf\n",F,RS); 
SumFaimess+=F*(Time-0 ldTime ); 
SumRS+=RS *(Time-OldTime ); 

0 ldTime=Time; 

for ( i=O;i<TotalNoONSs;i++) 
fscanf(tmp3,"%lf',(rates+i)); 
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fscanf(tmp3, "%If %If' ,&F ,&RS); 
} 

*(AveFaimess+ResCounter)=SumFaimess/(Time-StartTime); 
*(AveRS+(ResCounter++))=SumRS/(Time-StartTime); 

for( f=O;f<20;f++) 
{ 

fscanf(tmp4[ f],"%ld" ,&OldTime ); 
II for ( i=O;i<TotalNoONSs;i++) 
II fscanf(tmp4,"%lf',(rates+i)); 
fscanf(tmp4[f],"%lf%lf',&F,&RS); 
j=O; : 
//while (!EOF) 
//for (j=O;j< lO;j++) 
SumFaimess=O; 
SumRS=O; 
while (j <MAXSIM) 
{ 

j++; 
a=fscanf(tmp4[f],"%ld",&Time); 
if( a== EO F) 

break; 
if(j==l) 

StartTime=Time; 
if(OldTime !=Time) 
{ 

fprintf(Out4[ f],"%ld\t" ,Old Time); 
II for ( i=O;i<TotalNoONSs;i++) 
II 

fprintf(Outl ,"%lf\t", *(rates+i)); 

} 

} 

fprintf(Out4[f],"%lf\t %lf\n",F,RS); 
SumFaimess+=F*(Time-0 ldTime ); 
SumRS+=RS *(Time-OldTime ); 

0 ldTime=Time; 

II for ( i=O;i<Tota!NoONSs;i++) 
II fscanf(tmpl,"%lf' ,(rates+i)); 
fscanf(tmp4[f],"%lf%lf',&F,&RS); 
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} 

*(A veFaimess+ResCounter )=S umF aimess/(Time-S tart Time); 
*(A veRS+(ResCounter++) )=SumRS/(Time-StartTime ); 

fprintf(ResPtr,"%lf\t %lf\t %lf\t ", *(AveFaimess+ResCounter-
23), *(AveFaimess+ResCounter-22), *(AveFaimess+ResCounter-21 )); 

for( f=-20;f<O;f++) 
fprintf(ResPtr,"%lf\t ", *(AveFaimess+ResCounter+f)); 

fprintf(ResPtr, "\t"); 
fprintf(ResPtr,"%lf\t %lf\t %lf\t ",*(AveRS+ResCounter-

23), *(AveRS+ResCounter-22), *(AveRS+ResCounter-21 )); 
for(f=-20;f<O;f++) 

fprintf(ResPtr, "%lf\t ",*(AveRS+ ResCounter+f) ); 
fprintf(ResPtr,"\n"); : 
fclose ( Outl ); 
fclose ( Out2 ); 
fclose ( Out3 ); 

for(f=O;f<20;f++) 
fclose ( Out4[ fJ ); 

fclose ( ResPtr ); 
fclose ( tmp 1 ); 
fclose ( tmp2 ); 
fclose ( tmp3 ); 
for(f=O;f<20;f++) 

fclose ( tmp4[ fJ ); 
remove ("TempM.txt"); 
remove("TempS. txt"); 
remove("TempML.txt"); 
for(f=O;f<20;f++) 
{ 

} 

sprintf(nm,"TempR%d.txt",f); 
remove(nm); 

II free(AveFaimess); 
II free(AveRS); 
} 

I II I Ill I II /Ill I IIIII/ I II I I I I I /IIIII I I I I I I II II I II /II II I II I I I I I I I I II I I II I II I II I II I I I II I 

I* New Function definitions * I 
I II I II I I I IIIII II I II I Ill I I I I I I II I Ill I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II II I I I I I I I I I I I II II II I IIIII I II I I I I II 
/*void addLink(int Nl ,int N2, int NumberOfLinks, float Capacity) 
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{ 

}*I 

(pLinks+NurnberOfLinks)->capacity=Capacity; 
(pLinks+NurnberOfLinks )->Node 1 =N1 ; 
(pLinks+NumberOfLinks)->Node2=N2; 
(pLinks+NumberOfLinks )->NumberOfSessions=O; 
(pLinks+NumberOfLinks)->NumberOfVSs=O; 
(pLinks+NumberOfLinks )->index=NumberOfLinks; 
(NumberOfLinks++ ); 
(pLinks+NumberOfLinks-1 )-> LinkNumber=NumberOfLinks; 

I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I II I Ill I II II I I II II IIIII I II I II II II I I Ill Ill II I I I II II I II I II II I II Ill I I II II I 

void JoinSession(int src, int rcvr, int sessNo, int VSNo, int *path, int PathLength) 
{ 

} 

int *ptr, j; 
int LinkNoVSs; 
(pvs+ VSNo )->Source=src; 
(pvs+ VSN o )-> Recei ver=rcvr; 
(pvs+VSNo)->VirtualSessionNumber=VSNo; 
(pvs+ VSNo )->SessionNumber=sessNo; 
(pvs+VSNo )->Saturated=O; 
(pvs+ VSN o )-> Acti ve=O; 
(pvs+ VSN o )-> N oOfLinks= PathLength; 
ll(pSessions+sessNo )->VS 
for (j=O; j< (pvs+VSNo)->NoOfLinks ; j++) 
{ 

*(((pvs+VSNo)->Path) + j)=*(path+j); 
ptr=(pLinks+((*(path+j))-1 ))->pLinkVSs; 
LinkNo VSs=(pLinks+((*(path+j))-1 ))->NumberOfVSs; 

((pLinks+((*(path+j) )-1 ))->NumberOfVSs )++; 
} 
TotalNoOfVSs++; 
II Add links ofthis virtual session to the path of SESSION 
II Add session and virtual session info to the linkinfo 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ill I I I I I I I I I I I I I I /II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II II I II I II II I I I I II 
void removeVSs (int vs) 
{ 

} 

int sess; 
sess=getsession( vs); 
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